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1 Executive summary 
 

Climate change communication to the public sphere is crucial to raise awareness and motivate climate 

action. Yet, balanced climate narratives are difficult. The challenge lies in the complexity of the topic 

itself, usually oscillating between robust evidence-based messages with low impact and emotionally-

powerful but hyped stories. This offer proposes an application that facilitates the use of the Climate 

Data Store (CDS) data products for the creation of effective and emotionally impactful climate change 

messages to be used by one of the major players creating narratives about climate change: 

journalists. 

Climate narratives, created by words, data, and images, are critically framed by the media. Journalists 

are not only the mediators of climate data with the general public, but they are also opinion-makers 

and knowledge brokers for policy and business audiences. However, having climate data is not a 

guarantee for journalists being able to create a good climate narrative. 49% of data stories are created 

in a day or less according to the Google News Lab survey issued in 20171, and more than a half of the 

respondents signalled cleaning, processing, and analysing data as a skill difficult to pick up that 

required too much training. The Climate Media Portal aims to provide journalists with an application 

that allows them to create tailored and compelling visualisations using three key products (ERA5 

reanalysis, ECMWF S5 seasonal forecasts and CMIP5 projections). These products will help enrich 

articles with climate information for the past, the near-term future and the long-term future while 

simplifying the interface and interaction with the CDS. The application will be co-designed in close 

collaboration with journalists, creating a co-design group that will participate in the creation and 

testing of the prototypes. This is fundamental to ensure that the design and the data provided is 

actually relevant and salient to the needs of journalism, besides ensuring it provides added value 

compared to other available applications. 

Recently, we have seen how successful visualisations of climate information (such as the climate 

spirals from Ed Hawkins2 or the Earth Temperature Timeline by Randall Munroe3) have rapidly become 

viral, regardless of the origin of the information they use. As we envision it, the Climate Media Portal 

could become the reference for creating such visualisations and other climate change communication 

formats. Additionally, the application would provide a certification of data origin, placing Copernicus 

as the main source of data for journalists seeking information for climate change reporting. This 

certification would be indicated by the C3S or CDS brand appearing on the generated materials within 

the application. This would assure journalists and their readers of the robustness and authoritative 

character of the data used; and would help positioning the European Copernicus Climate Change 

Service and the CDS together with other well-established climate information sources worldwide, 

such as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) or the National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration (NASA) from the United States. 

 

  

                                                           
1https://newslab.withgoogle.com/assets/docs/data-journalism-in 2017.pdf?_ga=2.119058954.2039456046.1549442099-
1198  
2 https://www.climate-lab-book.ac.uk/spirals/  
3 https://xkcd.com/1732/  

https://newslab.withgoogle.com/assets/docs/data-journalism-in%202017.pdf?_ga=2.119058954.2039456046.1549442099-1198
https://newslab.withgoogle.com/assets/docs/data-journalism-in%202017.pdf?_ga=2.119058954.2039456046.1549442099-1198
https://www.climate-lab-book.ac.uk/spirals/
https://xkcd.com/1732/
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2 Technical description 

2.1 Introduction 
Climate narratives, created by words, data and images are critically framed by the media. In today’s 

knowledge society, journalists are not only the mediators of climate data with the general public; they 

are also opinion-makers and knowledge brokers for policy and business audiences and other public 

stakeholders. Ideally, journalists should use authoritative, robust and quality checked climate data and 

information to create beautiful, creative and compelling stories about climate change and its impacts 

that inspire interest in climate action through an emotional connection with the readers. 

However, this is not always the case, since media professionals often have limited time and resources 

to properly understand, manipulate and tailor data to support their stories. Furthermore, only the 

biggest newsrooms can afford staff dedicated to data journalism, visualisation, or climate science 

journalists–let alone specialists with the three skills. Consequently, the vast majority of journalists 

worldwide do not have the technical resources to properly communicate climate issues using data-

based evidence. 

We propose the Climate Media Portal as an application to solve this gap. The Portal aims to provide 

journalists with tailored and compelling visualisations of targeted messages for their articles, using 

relevant key products provided by the Copernicus Climate Data Store. The proposed application will 

transform the robust yet raw and dry data into material for creative, memorable and impactful 

information, that can help journalists emotionally engage a wider audience. 

2.2 Preliminary consultation with journalists 
During the preparation of this offer, we reached out to journalists from El País, Ara.cat, University of 

Miami School of Communication, Financial Times, and Associated Press. These consultations helped 

us define potential user profiles and understand some of the needs for the different profiles to start 

working in the technical solution of the offer. Many of their comments have helped shape the sub-

sections of this offer. 

 All of the journalists contacted indicated their interest in such an application and were willing to be 

contacted for providing feedback in the co-design phase. Some of the initial feedbacks from these 

consultations have included the desire to have information organised by topic (e.g. heat waves, ice 

loss, hurricanes, storms) so they can easily find facts, explanations and visualisations related to the 

topic, knowing that the data and the information come from an authoritative source. This is 

particularly useful when weather or climate become a hot topic and an article has to be prepared with 

very tight deadlines. Another recurrent comment was that only a limited range of datasets and 

variables are usually needed to frame a story about climate change. Depending on the profile of the 

journalist and the time given for preparing the story some journalists (data journalist, visualisation 

experts) would probably be willing to have access to data while others (freelancers, online media) 

would probably be happy with ready-to-embed visualisations. 

2.3 User engagement and co-design 
The Climate Media Portal will be co-designed in close collaboration with journalists. This is 

fundamental to ensure that the design and the data provided is actually relevant for journalists and 

suited to their needs, besides ensuring that it provides an added value with regard to other 

applications available.  

We will engage with as many journalists as possible and feasible during the co-design phase to hear 

their needs, expectations, and capacities to shape the functionalities of the application developed by 
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the offer. These journalists will be part of the Co-design group. In order to be able to reach a good 

number of journalists, this will be a flexible group that journalists can join in or leave at any moment 

with very limited obligations. Journalists in the co-design group will participate through personal 

interviews or teleconferences to provide their advice at the initial development of the application, 

provide feedback during the different development stages or participate in the testing of the 

prototypes. 

We also propose the creation of an Advisory board composed by well-known experts in the field of 

journalism, visual journalism or research on the role of media in framing climate change 

communication. Its purpose is to provide wider perspective and feedback to the application. A 

suggested board is listed below. Five of them have already indicated their interest in the project and 

the others could be contacted if the contract is granted. 

● Elisabeth Eide, Professor at Dept of Journalism and Media Studies, Oslo Metropolitan 

University, and director of the Journalism and Media International Center (JMIC) (accepted) 

● James Painter, Research Associate at the Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism, 

University of Oxford, former BBC journalist. (accepted) 

● Alberto Cairo, Knight Chair in Visual Journalism at the University of Miami, former head of 

infographics at Globo (Brasil) (interested) 

● Miguel Ángel Criado, founder of Materia, the science section of El Pais. (interested) 

● John Burn-Murdoch, Senior data-visualisation journalists, Financial Times (interested) 

● Leo Hickmann, Director of Carbon Brief (to be contacted) 

● Ed Hawkins, Professor at Dept of Meteorology, University of Reading. (to be contacted) 

2.4 User persona 
In design thinking, a persona is an abstract representation of many people with similar characteristics. 

Defining a user persona helps focus on how to design a solution for that persona taking into account 

requirements, preferences and goals. Based on the preliminary consultation and our previous 

knowledge of the media industry we have created three user personas for the Climate Media Portal 

that will allow in the following sections to present the technical solution. 

Chloe Is a freelance journalist who usually collaborates with Le Monde. Due to the latest heat wave in 

North France, she is preparing a two-page article for the newspaper. She has only one day to prepare 

the piece and needs to provide some visuals to support her story. In order to build a strong initial 

story, she wants to find information about the past evolution of temperature in the country to show 

how exceptional or not the heat wave is. 

Julia works in the online section of Ara.cat, a regional newspaper in Catalonia, Spain. Two days before 

the seasonal change from spring to summer she has to publish a 400-word news article about the 

season. She is looking for a visual aid that attracts readers’ attention and does not have much time to 

comprehensively research and prepare for the story. 

Thomas is a freelance infographist. He creates attractive infographics to illustrate stories for 

magazines, and he has been commissioned to work for National Geographic Magazine. After the 

publication of the 1.5º special IPCC report, the magazine is publishing a story about it and he has to 

prepare an infographic, focussing on future climate projections and their impact.  

2.5 User journey 
Co-creation entails that we will avoid having any structured pre-defined idea of the application to 

avoid introducing our bias in the design process. Nevertheless, for completeness and to better 

describe some technical aspects of the application, we describe below the user journey of the three 
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user personas defined above. In the context of this offer, a user journey is the series of hypothetical 

steps a user could do when interacting with the application, and they are described below to provide 

an overview of how we envision the potential of the Climate Media Portal. 

Chloe’s user journey: Chloe accesses the Climate Media Portal through her personal laptop at home. 

After a free registration she accesses the main interface where she is presented with a range of topics 

related to climate change: hurricanes, rising seas, precipitation and flooding, droughts, heat waves, 

and more. When she chooses the heat waves section, she finds a range of facts, explanations, and 

sample charts about how heat waves will be affected by climate change. She needs a few facts, and 

specially some easy explanations, which she selects from a frequently asked questions section. 

Everything is written in plain language and terminology clearly identifiable by journalists, avoiding as 

much as possible technical jargon and helping Chloe focus on “her” story. However, she chooses to 

expand information about certain terms and scientific information, helping her understand and then 

explain a scientific concept to help her create a more scientifically-relevant article. Finally, she browses 

some of the sample charts, and finds one that seems to be appealing: an historical chart of 

temperature, annotated with past events. She decides to recreate this chart to support her article 

with visuals. She chooses it, adjusts her desired timeframe (she settles on 30 years back), and the 

exact region to display (not Europe but the North of France). She adds context annotations to the 

chart like relevant events and dates (e.g. “2003 heat wave caused at least 3000 casualties in France”). 

Transparently to her, the application is using ERA5 data, which she could learn more about if she 

clicked on the caption of the chart.  

Chloe modifies the default style to better suit the Le Monde graphical guidelines, changing colour 

scales, backgrounds, and fonts, and discovers that she can save this style as a favourite to reuse it in 

the future. As the application only provides the graphic information in English, she translates the titles 

and labels to French. Once she is happy with the figure, she downloads it both in a high resolution 

format for print, and a lower one for the web. The figure, with proper credit to Climate Media Portal 

and the C3S CDS, is now ready to be included in her news story. 

Julia’s user journey: Julia usually checks the seasonal prediction provided by NCEP4 or the Spanish 

State Meteorological Agency (AEMET) on their website5. The forecast says that it will be warmer than 

usual and that precipitation is expected to be within the average for that period of time. She uses this 

information for the story but she wants to know more about the causes. She does not like the visuals 

in the AEMET website so she accesses the Climate Media Portal, where she knows that she can also 

find information about seasonal predictions and graphically appealing visuals. Looking at the portal 

topics, she sees one about the effect of climate change on seasons, and reads through the recent 

content about how seasons are changing. She picks a short quote about it to include in the article, and 

decides to recreate the chart from AEMET by switching into a more advanced charting mode. She 

zooms to the region of Catalonia, the seasonal time-scale and the variables of temperature and 

precipitation. She creates a figure that includes both maps and selects an attractive and clear colour 

scale from a choice of presets. She then selects the embed option so she can directly upload the figure 

online without having to undertake the extra steps of downloading or managing issues with resolution, 

as in other programs. The final figure shows the credit to the Climate Media Portal and the CDS. In the 

application she also selects the share in Twitter option and the figure is attached to her tweet. She 

adds the headline and the link to her published story in her personal Twitter account.  

                                                           
4 e.g. https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/CFSv2/htmls/euT2me1SeaMask.html  
5 http://www.aemet.es/en/serviciosclimaticos/prediccion_estacional  

https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/CFSv2/htmls/euT2me1SeaMask.html
http://www.aemet.es/en/serviciosclimaticos/prediccion_estacional
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Thomas’ user journey: Thomas accesses the app through his desktop computer. He signs into the 

application and goes directly to the advanced charting mode. He selects the option to get global 

information and then selects long-term future as he wants to see projections at the end of the century. 

He selects temperature and all the RCP scenarios. He chooses one colour scale and downloads the 

chart in vectorial format (.eps). He removes the axis and all additional information except the trend 

lines. He changes the colours of the lines and overlaps this information to a more complex infographic 

with his own customised temporal scale that also shows a map about current CO2 emissions by 

country that he has found in the Global Carbon Atlas6. In the caption of the figure, he adds a reference 

to the different sources including the Climate Media Portal. 

2.6 Overall requirements 
The user journeys are a vision of the concept behind the Climate Media Portal. During the 

requirements-gathering phase with the co-design group of journalists, technical and time limitations 

will frame which of the functional and non-functional requirements are feasible to be included in the 

application. Co-designing the application with many journalists will help us filter and rank 

functionalities to focus on the most important for the majority of users first. There are some 

requirements, however, that we envision at an overall level.  

ACCESS REQUIREMENTS: The application will be a website available online. It will be optimized for 

access from desktop computers but it will work on a responsive design so that it can be used from 

tablets or smartphones. The website will be implemented following the Web Content Accessibility 

Guidelines7 and will pay special attention to use colour-blind friendly colour scales. 

USER ACCOUNT REQUIREMENTS: The application will be freely available. Registration is necessary to 

evaluate Key Performance Indicators of the usage of the application, analyse the type of users and 

ensuring that we can contact the most active users to provide further feedback to the application or 

eventually to the CDS. In the initial consultation, potential users expressed reluctance to register into 

websites before trying them out. Hence, there might be a demo mode to explore and create without 

registering.  

INFORMATION SELECTION REQUIREMENTS: Information progressive disclosure and structure are key 

aspects to be co-designed with journalists. But given the different levels of time availability and 

capacities we expect the application to have at least two different levels of complexity. Regardless of 

the structure, information selection could be done by topic (e.g. heat waves, droughts), time range 

(e.g. past, present, near-term future, long-term future), the region (e.g. zooming in the region of 

interest), and the climate variable (e.g. temperature, precipitation, clouds). The C3S products, 

geographical extent and variables that will be included in the application are better detailed in section 

2.8. 

VISUALISATION REQUIREMENTS: The application has a twofold objective of providing climate change 

information from the CDS and of doing so with innovative visualisation solutions with an appealing 

look and feel. For this, we will work to understand which are the key messages that journalists want 

to present and the typical visual literacy of their audiences. Then we will design and adjust our data 

visualisations to match these requirements and produce visuals that foster efficient communication. 

We shall also work to provide styling options (colours, backgrounds, typography) to help journalists 

adapt the visualisations to their target journal (which in case of freelancers could be more than one). 

                                                           
6 http://www.globalcarbonatlas.org/en/CO2-emissions  
7 https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/  

http://www.globalcarbonatlas.org/en/CO2-emissions
https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/
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EXPORT OPTIONS: The application will take into account the preferences of the journalists and will 

provide a range of possibilities, which we will determine from users’ feedback and feasibility. These 

possibilities include direct embedding in websites, media sharing options, download of bitmap files or 

vectorial files that can be edited in specialised design software such as Adobe Illustrator. The export 

options are the opportunity to give visibility to the CDS to wider audiences through the integration of 

the C3S logo or direct citations.  

2.7 Maximum impact product and future roadmap 
Our user-centred design approach will allow us to obtain a long list of features desired by the end-

users. Furthermore, we will be able to prioritize the features in such a way that we allocate the project 

resources to those features with maximum impact on the users8. We call this a maximum impact 

product under fixed time and budget constraints. An advantage of this approach is that those features 

that do not get to be implemented can be used as the future roadmap for the product, improving the 

application gradually into more complex (but used less often) use cases and needs.   

2.8 C3S products and CDS infrastructure 
The CDS has a large range of available products that can be of the interest of a very wide variety of 

user profiles. In order to focus the offer and be able to develop an application according to the budget 

of the ITT, the application will use only a selection of C3S products. The products that will be provided 

by the Climate Media Portal will be ERA5 reanalysis, ECMWF S5 seasonal forecasts and CMIP5 

projections providing both the historical runs and the future projections for the different RCP 

scenarios. This will cover the requests of climate information for the past, the near-term future and 

the long-term future. 

In order to fit the purpose of journalists, the application has to adapt to the fast-paced routines of 

newsrooms. This requires that the datasets used are pre-downloaded and ready to be queried. Input 

data for the application will be downloaded from the C3S CDS with the dedicated Python CDS API and 

stored in the most appropriate format (e.g grib1, grib2, NetCDF4, json, etc.) following different 

community standards. The data will be automatically downloaded, quality controlled and pre-

processed to a format ready to be integrated in the application. 

All three types of products provide information at global scale. Therefore, the target geographical 

area covers all the world. Potentially, journalists worldwide could make use of the application and we 

will seek the engagement of non-European journalists in the co-design group. Proximity is the first 

criteria of newsworthiness, therefore journalists need to frame their stories to the geographical area 

relevant for their readers. This will be done by providing the information at different domain levels 

defined in the requirements-gathering phase. 

Chloe’s user journey is the result of the preliminary consultation with journalists. Her user journey 

reflects how journalists are always in need of facts, quotes and some basic explanations for the 

moments when they cannot reach scientists but they have to hurry into a story. During the co-design 

phase with journalists we might find that most of them require from the application this additional 

background information to give context to the data or that they would like to have additional non-

climate information available (e.g. population, socio-economic variables, land use, etc.) to enrich the 

climate information. If this is the case, we will consider adding explanations and content as well as 

including other sources of data if it is freely provided by a renowned source. 

                                                           
8 According to Lisa Charlotte Rost (VisInPractice Workshop, Berlin 2018), from the related application DataWrapper, datavis 

for journalists follows a typical 80/20 rule: 80% of the users need only 20% of the features. 
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2.9 Summary of equipment 
For the pre-download of the data, we will use the storage capacity available at BSC with an estimated 

size of around 30TB. The wiki website, GitLab and the application will be hosted in the BSC 

infrastructure. This choice will allow us to start the application faster as it is a well-known environment 

for our teams, giving us full control of the system and without committing resources to external 

services with a cost. However, we are aware that BSC resources are not optimal for future growth, 

compared to, for instance, cloud services specialized in web scalability (worldwide distribution, elastic 

on-demand deployment of servers, intelligent hot/cold storage, etc.). After launching the application 

we will have real usage numbers, which we will present in a report that will allow a finely tuned 

analysis of the actual hosting and storage resources needed to serve the application in the future. 

Table 1: Equipment (including hardware and software) to be used for provision of the Service 

Equipment Describe Relevant Function List each work package 
for which equipment 
will be used 

Owned / To be 
Purchased / To be 
Leased 

Linux Virtual Machine, (4 
CPUs / 16 GB of RAM) 

Data formatting and pre-
processing for visualisation 

WP1 and WP2 Owned 

30TB of storage in GPFS 
file system 

Storing climate information 
to be queried instantly by 
the application 

WP1 and WP2 Owned 

Node.js Server-side functionality for 
web app  

WP2 Open source (MIT 
License) 

React Server and client side 
functionality 

WP2 Open source (MIT 
License) 

D3.js Web charting library WP2 Open Source (BSD 3-
Clause License) 

OpenStreetMap Tiles for maps WP2 Open Database 
License 

Leaflet Integration of map tiles into 
interactive charts 

WP2 Open Source (BSD-2-
Clause License) 

Adobe Creative Suite 
(Illustrator, Photoshop) 

Graphic Design WP1 Owned 

Adobe XD User Experience Design WP1 Owned 

 

2.10 Publicity and communication of the application 
A communication and dissemination strategy will provide a general description of the dissemination 
activities planned along the lifetime of the contract and will offer an overview of the key messages, 
planned activities and communication channels. It will also detail the dissemination actions for the 
launch of the application to maximise the impact which will include also one press release in the 
occasion of the launch in order to publicise it. 

From our preliminary round of contact and our previous knowledge, Twitter is still the main social 
network among journalists. It is their way to engage with their communities of interest, locate sources 
and break news almost instantly. Twitter is also the main application to keep the pulse of their 
professional community–what other journalists are commenting, writing or saying. The inclusion of 
social media share buttons in the application will facilitate that users share the visualisation generated 
by the application on Twitter. After the launch, we will start a twitter action targeting a list of 
renowned journalists and top climate influencers seeking that some of them test the application and 
feel interested enough to share it so the application cascades down through their followers. 

Similar but much slower effect is what we expect from journalists using the visualisations in their 
articles. The visualisations shared through the social media share buttons, embedded or downloaded 
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will have an integrated reference to C3S signalling that the information displayed in the visualisation 
has been powered by data from the CDS. For advanced journalists or designers willing to edit the 
visualisation provided, there will be a clear indication of how to attribute C3S and the CDS as the 
source of information, so they can later include the credit in the figure caption. This will help us track 
where and how often the visualisations from the Climate Media Portal have been used. And could, in 
the medium term, indicate if the application gains traction among journalists (although this analysis is 
out of the time scope of this offer). 

3 Demo case 

3.1 Primary users 
The app targets the media sector (written media, TV, online media, generalised and specialised). To 

reach the media it has to be addressed to journalists, but journalists are not a homogenous community 

and there are different specialisations and profiles. Below there are the main groups that we will 

target with an assessment of their information needs regarding climate. 

DATA JOURNALISTS: European public bodies generate and store huge amounts of data and in the 

framework of the Open Data movement, it is made available to the citizens for the sake of 

transparency and democracy. Powerful stories lay behind the datasets and a careful processing can 

extract impactful facts not apparent at first sight. Data journalists work with designers and data 

analysts to reveal those stories and put them under the spotlight. The Climate Media Portal could 

attract attention of data journalists to the Climate Data Store and help them build data-driven stories 

on climate sciences and climate change. 

FREELANCE JOURNALISTS: Freelancers are journalists selling content produced on their own to the 

media industry. They are usually aware of multiple information sources in the search of a good story. 

The success of freelance journalists depends on the quality and newsworthiness of their stories as 

much as on its appeal. On top of this, freelancers need to produce their stories fast and cannot afford 

to spend too much time accessing and validating data from data providers. The Climate Media Portal 

would provide solid and reliable data in a ready-to-use and appealing format. 

SCIENCE JOURNALISTS and COMMUNICATORS: Apart from working with freelancers, some mass 

media and communication groups have specialised science journalists in-house, covering science-

related news on a regular basis. Either in generalist newspapers (e.g. The Guardian science 

correspondents), climate focused publications (e.g. Carbon Brief) or monthly magazines on popular 

science (e.g. Scientific European, National Geographic), these science journalists need access to 

reliable and reputable data visualisations to help them illustrate their stories on climate and climate 

change. Other science communicators from other disciplines may need climate related materials as 

well. 

WEATHER INFORMATION SPECIALISTS: It is a common practice for TV stations and other media, to 

comment climate information in the weather forecast section, or by the weather specialists in news 

about unusual events (rainy seasons, hot waves, cold spells, hurricanes or tornadoes). These 

specialists are usually meteorologists with a background in physics and, thus, highly educated in 

technical aspects. In a way, they represent science in the audience’s mind very often. However, the 

urge to produce daily or even hourly forecasts, hinders them from spending the time to access high-

level datasets and producing their own data-driven visuals.  

MEDIA INFOGRAPHISTS: When journalists or communicators need to produce more sophisticated 

visualisations than charts or simple graphics, they hire the services of media infographists. These are 

graphic design specialists capable of integrating different sources of information into a comprehensive 
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visualisation showing an issue from multiple angles. these visualisations, sometimes with an artistic 

touch, help grasp the complexity of science matters while catching the eye of the audience. 

Infographists are not necessarily technically-savvy about data sources and their quality and the 

authoritative origin of the CDS datasets could be reassuring for the media infographists. 

3.2 Secondary users 
Besides the primary target of the Climate Media Portal (the users) there are secondary audiences that, 

if properly addressed, can help reach a larger audience through earned publicity or acting as direct 

users of the application. 

CLIMATE INFLUENCERS: Social media offers a window for virtually anyone to share their messages. In 

the global networks, some people catch more attention than others, regardless of their professional 

background (scientists, activists, journalists). They are generally called “influencers” and in the climate 

and environmental community many can be found: Glen Peters (@Peters_Glen), Greta Thunberg 

(@GretaThunberg), Al Gore (@algore) and more. The Climate Media Portal can offer them high quality 

data driven graphics to add in their campaigns. 

ENVIRONMENTAL NGOs (ENGO): Many non-profit organisations have been active in raising 

awareness about climate protection for a long time. Some have a strong reputation, followers 

worldwide and manage a mobilised community of activists on social networks. Examples are 

Greenpeace, WWF, Oxfam and more. ENGOs’ campaigns get a lot of media attention sometimes and 

can help visualise the Climate Media Portal if they find data or visualisations in line with their needs. 

3.3 Gap assessment  
Below there is a brief description of three applications that target journalists and that have some 

aspects similar to the solution presented in this offer: 

Flourish ( https://flourish.studio ) 

Overall: It is a powerful visualisation tool that has put emphasis not only on showing charts or maps but also 
on the need of creating interactive Data stories9. 
 

Relevant Info: It is a JavaScript visualisation framework running in the cloud (SaaS). The export features 
include figure download, interactive figures for presentations and website embed option. In the free account 
option, all figures have Flourish branding, and all the data uploaded and the visualisations created are public. 
A more advanced free option for journalists and newsrooms is supported by Google News Lab.  

Data: The tool does not provide any data. The user 
has to upload a dataset, which is not intuitive for 
beginners. Problems in data upload and visualisation 
are due to low usability and issues with information 
architecture. 

Visualisation: The user can customise templates by 
changing colours and styles. The graphics created 
are interactive and responsive to any device. 

Datawrapper ( https://www.datawrapper.de ) 

Overall: It is an application created by journalists for journalists to solve the pain points of creating figures 
fast. It creates charts and maps with some interactivity (readers can hover over lines, bars o map areas to see 
underlying values), and can easily connect to external data sources like Google Spreadsheets. 

                                                           
9 Example produced by Flourish about global warming: https://vimeo.com/258063676  

https://flourish.studio/
https://www.datawrapper.de/
https://vimeo.com/258063676
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Relevant Info: It is a JavaScript visualisation framework running in the cloud (SaaS). In the free subscription 
mode all data and figures created are public and they can be embedded but they can’t be exported in other 
formats or be styled beyond the colours. They have created a community around the tool and have a blog 
where they share weekly well-developed and attractive visualisations using their tool. 

Data: The tool does not provide any data. As 
Flourish, it is not easy for the users to upload large 
or complex data unless it is a very simple table of 
numbers. However, the navigation hierarchy and 
usability are efficient and support functionality. 

Visualisation: Their focus is on medium to large 
newsrooms paying for full styling of the layout of the 
visualisation according to their brand style guide. 

Gapminder ( https://www.gapminder.org ) 

Overall: The objective of the website is to dismantle socio-economical misconceptions by providing data-
based facts. They do it through the visualisation tool but mainly through training material which is not 
necessarily targeted to journalists. 

Relevant Info: It is a software platform using D3.js as a JavaScript visualisation framework online but it can 
also be downloaded. It provides animated bubble charts, trends, and other chart options. They started 
focusing mainly in the communication of statistics but now they have a photography project to add emotion 
to the facts, the Dollar Street project10 

Data: It aggregates multiple datasets on human-
centered indicators and socio-economic data. Few 
datasets are labeled as directly related to climate. 
The navigation and usability for filtering parameters 
are poor. 

Visualisation: The tool is easy and fast to use but 
now it is visually outdated. It was innovative by 2006 
when they presented their animated bubble graph in 
a TED talk11 
 

 

In summary, Gapminder has a concept closer to our application, but Flourish and Datawrapper have 

the right approach in terms of the weight that has to be given to visualisation. This is a preliminary 

benchmark as there are many online applications with some overlapping functionalities but not 

specifically targeting journalists. In general, the applications are aimed at either chart creation or tools 

with ready-made charts such as Global Carbon Atlas and others. In our preliminary contact with 

journalists, the difficulty of existing tools and the disaggregation between data sources and tools was 

a recurring topic, indicating that there is indeed a space for a tool like the Climate Media Portal. One 

specific task in the implementation phase of the contract will be to make a proper benchmarking of 

available tools and identifying useful features to cover. 

The Climate Media Portal differs from the tools mentioned above in the topic specialisation, dealing 

specifically with climate information, relying on datasets that are largely inaccessible to the target 

audience, and a focus on the balance between aesthetics, functionality and source robustness. 

3.4 Outreach and engagement strategies 
The search and engagement of journalists for the co-design group and the two-way communication 

with them for the design of the application will help them to create a bound with the application 

facilitating later their uptake of it as an additional source of visuals for their stories. If satisfied with 

the application, we expect a few of these journalists to naturally become ambassadors of the portal 

through their conversations about the application with other colleagues. 

                                                           
10 https://www.gapminder.org/dollar-street/matrix  
11 Hans Rosling talk at TED2006: https://bit.ly/2VNPVYq  

https://www.gapminder.org/
https://www.gapminder.org/dollar-street/matrix
https://bit.ly/2VNPVYq
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Our aim is to achieve a growing use of the application by journalists that is sustained through time. 

For the sought increase in the number of users, we also rely on a medium-to-long term effect where 

journalists—seeing news from other colleagues that already use the information provided by the 

application—become interested in checking it out. Initially, the application can become part of the 

various tools that they may take into account when preparing a piece of news, and ideally, get into 

their news-creation strategy gradually through the so-called snowball effect. 

These are slow-paced but secure strategies for getting more journalists engaged with the application 

and gaining traction. Besides, we will aim to boost the visibility of the application during the contract 

duration with some engagement activities.  

A part of reaching out to renowned journalists and climate change influencers to introduce the 

application, encourage them to try it and tweet about it if they like it and find it useful (see section 

2.10); we will also make some research on current journalists associations with a focus on science or 

climate change to inform them about the application so they can communicate among their associates 

the Climate Media Portal. One of the actions targeted to these associations would be the organisation 

of an online webinar to present the functionalities of the application. Currently, only in Europe there 

are at least 19 science journalists associations such as the Association of British Science Writers 

(ABSW) or the regional and national science journalism associations in Catalonia and Spain (ACCC, 

AECC). There are also overarching associations such as the European Union of Science Journalism 

Associations (EUSJA) or the World Federation of Science Journalists (WFSJ) which aggregates science 

journalists associations from the five continents12.  

From the preliminary feedback, very few journalists have time to attend conferences of their field. 

However, being present in a few key conferences to present the application could help engaging with 

some segments of our target audience. Malofiej is, for instance, the annual meeting point for 

international experts on infography. During the contract we will be at Malofiej to present the 

application and we will aim at holding a side event or workshop in the conference. Besides Malofiej, 

we will evaluate which other conferences from Table 2 can we attend according to the travel budget. 

We will prioritise the attendance to one US conference to give visibility to the application and the CDS 

outside Europe.  

Table 2: Conferences relevant for the contract 

Conference Dates and place 

11th World Conference of Science Journalists 1-5 Jul 2019, Lausanne, Switzerland 

Information + conference 19-21 October 2019, Potsdam, Germany 

6th Tapestry conference 29-30 November 2019, Miami, USA 

28th Infographics World Summit (Malofiej) March 2020, Pamplona, Spain 

7th European Conference of Science Journalists (ECSJ) July 2020 

 

3.5 Expected impact 
The way the media frame climate change stories has substantive consequences on the perception of 

climate risks by the general public. Former research has shown the impact that both print media and 

                                                           
12 https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1-gkWZ4Jle7Cx2BJ9-4vZDR5U6RH6k-R-&usp=sharing  

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1-gkWZ4Jle7Cx2BJ9-4vZDR5U6RH6k-R-&usp=sharing
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television have on the conformation of the opinions and views of European citizens13. Because the 

number of well-informed citizens that read specialized climate media is still limited, it is of utmost 

importance that journalists are able to build their stories from quality climate data. In this sense, we 

envision the Climate Media Portal as a means of facilitating and inspiring journalists in their creation 

of climate change narratives that can both overcome the challenges of climate change communication 

and bring their audience a step closer to climate action. 

Recently, we have seen how successful visualisations of climate information (such as the climate 

spirals from Ed Hawkins14 or the Earth Temperature Timeline by Randall Munroe15) have rapidly 

become viral, regardless of the origin of the information they use. As we envision it, the Climate Media 

Portal could become the reference for the climate information to use when creating such 

visualisations as well as other climate change communication formats. Additionally, the Portal would 

provide a certification of data origin, placing Copernicus as the main source of data for journalists 

seeking information for climate change reporting. This certification would be indicated by the C3S and 

CDS logos appearing on any of the generated materials, and ensuring journalists and their readers the 

robustness and authoritative character of the data used. Given that media outlets are often 

international, this would also help position the European Copernicus CDS together with other well-

established climate information sources worldwide, such as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) or the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) from the United 

States. 

We expect journalists involved in the co-production process to benefit from the Climate Media Portal 

by enhancing their contacts agenda within the climate science community. They will be the early 

adopters of the new visuals, which may result in an increase in the production and quality of their 

articles, given that the portal will be tailored to their needs. We also expect new users to adopt the 

Climate Media Portal, including not only journalists but also environmental activists, freelancers and 

infographists. For that, we rely on the reputation of the Copernicus CDS, the user-friendly interface, 

and the demonstrated impact on early adopters, that may generate a snowball effect on new 

adopters. However, this impact may be twofold, since through media, readers from different business 

sectors (such as agriculture, tourism, energy, etc.) may learn about the Copernicus CDS and the 

existence of the Sectoral Information Systems (SIS).   

The most eye-catching climate visualisations today are the result of partnerships between scientists 

and data visualisation experts. They are often designed keeping in mind a wide target audience and 

conveying general messages (such as temperature increase over time, or sea level rise). The impact 

on general audiences will depend on the ability of the outcomes generated using the tool to inform, 

engage and empower these audiences to take action. For that, powerful, emotional and creative 

visualisations of climate change impacts, the risk they pose for society and the economy, and the 

relation between people's behaviour and greenhouse gas emissions are in high need, and can be 

further supported by the Climate Media Portal. 

3.6 Impact evaluation 
We will evaluate the impacts achieved by the contract by monitoring key performance indicators 

(KPIs) during both the co-design phase of the application with journalists (engagement impacts) and 

the operational phase (media impacts). Please note that these KPIs are independent from the 

contractual KPIs defined in section 5.6. For both phases we will consider sending a short satisfaction 

                                                           
13Smith (2005), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16506976  
14 https://www.climate-lab-book.ac.uk/spirals/  
15 https://xkcd.com/1732/  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16506976
https://www.climate-lab-book.ac.uk/spirals/
https://xkcd.com/1732/
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survey or will put in place other feedback-gathering actions or solutions. As detailed in the work plan, 

a final impact evaluation report will review the overall impact that the application has had in media 

and will provide some insights on the type of users and how they have been using the tool. 

Table 3: Non-contractual KPIs 

Phase Key Performance Indicator Expected value 

1 

Number of journalists engaged in interviews and virtual meetings 12 

Number of participants in prototypes testing 20 

User engagement satisfaction survey over 70% positive 

2 

Total number of registered users 50 

Proportion of journalists within registered users over 60% 

Total downloads from the site (any kind of visual) 100 

Total visuals embedded in websites 20 

Twitter mentions 100 

Proportion of positive Twitter mentions over 70% 

Number of articles crediting the Climate Media Portal (press clipping) 7 

Number of registered users that start following @CopernicusECMWF on 
twitter 

10% of registered 
users 

Number of users of the application that register to the CDS 2% of registered 
users 

Final user satisfaction survey over 70% positive 

 

4 Quality of resources to be deployed 

4.1 Description of resources 
The team of people participating in this offer (Table 4) is a multidisciplinary combination of experts on 

data visualisation, human-computer interaction, science communication, and climate services 

together with software engineers specialised in climate data management, front- and back-end 

website development. Belonging to the same institution and being located on the same premises is a 

warranty of close and effective collaboration. Moreover, the key personnel belong to different groups 

and teams at BSC that have successfully demonstrated the capacity to execute the type of tasks of the 

contract and excel in terms of reaching impact for the application. The four main reasons are that a) 

there is a Knowledge Transfer team that has a well-established reputation in user engagement and 

dissemination for the creation of climate services; b) the Scientific Visualisation Group is fully devoted 

to the creation of visualisation products ranging from complex highly technical products to 

mainstream applications; c) All this knowledge is fully supported by the Data and Diagnostic team that 

is formed by computer scientists specialised in the management of climate information and the 

accessibility to the Climate Prediction Group that ensure that climate scientists will provide advice, 
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explanations and validations to any climate-related issue; and last but not least d) the Earth Science 

Department has ten years of operational service experience in the field of atmospheric composition. 

Below we list some of the previous activities similar or related to the current offer that demonstrate 

the suitability of the team to carry out the offer.  

a) User engagement and dissemination in climate services  

The team has wide experience in the engagement and creation of tailored contents and dissemination 

material for users from agriculture, renewable energy or insurance sectors among others. This will be 

helpful in both the engagement with journalists and the capacity to adapt contents to the information 

needs and level of journalists and their readers. Regarding the creation of online services, the team 

was involved in the user engagement, content creation and scientific advice of Project Ukko16. A semi-

operational prototype for the energy sector developed within EUPORIAS that featured in general 

media such as the Guardian, the BBC or the Wired. In 2016 the team was involved in the creation of a 

website (www.seasonalhurricanepredictions.org) conceived for broad audiences that centralises in a 

single interface all the freely available Atlantic seasonal hurricane forecasts. This is an ongoing 

operational service in collaboration with the private sector that is fully functional during the hurricanes 

season from June to November. 

b) Mainstream science visualisation 

The group has a track record of compelling projects that have been featured in media and received 

multiple international awards. The latest project, in collaboration with journalists and available at 

http://www.proyectocuentalo.org/, is an example of data visualisation for the general public giving 

visibility to the Twitter #metoo movement in Spain (#cuentalo).  In the last few years, the team has 

also participated in different editions of the Sonar music festival in Barcelona with interactive data 

visualisation projects helping disseminate research on artificial intelligence, smart cities, internet of 

things and other areas where BSC works (full portfolio in their website17). The group also uses 

animated data visualisation for creating short documentaries, tailoring the message and the 

visualisation to the audience level (see Virtual Humans18 or Simulados19). The documentaries have 

been picked up by many film festivals around the world, bringing a lot of visibility to the research 

projects and creating opportunities like appearances of the researchers at TED talks. 

c) Climate data management 

The team brings comprehensive knowledge on the structure and managing of climate data with more 

than ten years of experience in related projects. In the last years, these projects include the C3S_51 

Lot3 and the ongoing service contract C3S_512, that are directly related to the CDS infrastructure and 

quality assessment of its data, which ensures the proper understanding of the complexity and variety 

of available datasets in the CDS, the CDS toolbox and the CDS infrastructure.  

d) Current operational services on air quality 

The BSC hosts (together with AEMET) two WMO regional centers of sand and dust storms: the Sand 

and Dust Storm Warning Advisory and Assessment System for North Africa, Europe and Middle East 

                                                           
16 http://www.project-ukko.net/  
17 http://www.bsc.es/viz/  
18 https://youtu.be/z0CH1TcXHio  
19 https://www.bsc.es/viz/simulados/index.html  

http://www.project-ukko.net/
http://www.seasonalhurricanepredictions.org/
http://www.proyectocuentalo.org/
http://www.bsc.es/viz/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0CH1TcXHio&t=1s
https://www.bsc.es/viz/simulados/index.html
http://www.project-ukko.net/
http://www.bsc.es/viz/
https://youtu.be/z0CH1TcXHio
https://www.bsc.es/viz/simulados/index.html
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(WMO SDS-WAS Regional Center20) and the Barcelona Dust Forecast Center (BDFC21). In the field of 

air quality services the BSC runs the CALIOPE operational service22 that provides daily air quality 

forecasts for Europe and Spain. Currently, BSC is a subcontractor of CAMS_50 with the aim of including 

the CALIOPE air quality system within the CAMS regional Ensemble. This demonstrates the capacity of 

the center to operationalise and maintain daily operational services. 

Table 4: HR Profiles 

Title Broad description of work 
in relation to Service 

List of 
personnel who 
fit the profile 
and whose CVs 
are submitted 
with tender 

Qualifications Effort / 
engage
ment in 
months 

Project 
coordinator 

Ensure the correct execution 
of the contract 

Isadora Jiménez 
PhD in Biodiversity; 
Master in Science 
communication 

1.45 

Research 
project 
manager 

Cover administrative and 
management requirements 

Dorota Jouet 
Project manager at Earth 
Science department 

0.39 

Research 
scientist/ 
Team leader 

Contribute to the overall 
design and architecture of 
the application 

Fernando 
Cucchietti 

PhD in Physics and data 
analytics; Visualisation 
group leader 

0.75 

User 
Experience 
researcher 

User Experience design and 
testing 

Luz Calvo 

Master in user 
experience; Master in big 
data analytics and 
visualisation  

1.33 

User 
Experience 
researcher 

User Experience research, 
user interviews and 
conceptualization 

María Soledad 
Bucalo 

Master in Sustainable 
Industrial and Product 
Design 

1.75 

Front-end 
developer 

Develop and implement the 
client-side interface 

Juan Felipe 
Gómez 

Master in interactive 
media design 

3.5 

Back-end 
developer 

Develop and implement the 
server-side interface 

David García Master in game design 3.5 

Information 
Designer 

Design visualisations and the 
look and feel of the 
application  

Diana Velez 
Master in interactive 
media design; Master in 
data journalism 

1.1 

Science 
Communicati
on expert 

Adapt contents and prepare 
dissemination material 

Marta Terrado PhD in earth sciences 3.05 

Senior 
Software 
Engineer 

Handle the data 
management (download, 
format, DMP) 

Pierre-Antoine 
Bretonnière 

Master in IT engineering 2.4 

Research 
scientist 

Provide expert advice about 
climate information 

Markus Donat 

PhD in Natural Sciences; 
Meteorology and Climate 
Prediction Group co-
leader 

0.26 

                                                           
20 https://sds-was.aemet.es/forecast-products/dust-forecasts  
21 https://dust.aemet.es/  
22 www.caliope.bsc.es  

https://sds-was.aemet.es/forecast-products/dust-forecasts
https://dust.aemet.es/
http://www.caliope.bsc.es/
https://sds-was.aemet.es/forecast-products/dust-forecasts
https://dust.aemet.es/
http://www.caliope.bsc.es/
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4.2 Key personnel CVs 
The following table lists the names of key personnel involved in the contract. All CVs are available in 

Annex I. 

Table 5: List of CV included in the Annex I 

Department Group/Team Key personnel 

Earth Sciences 
department (ES) 

Earth System Services/Knowledge transfer Isadora Jiménez, Marta Terrado 

Computational Earth Sciences/Data and 
Diagnostics Team 

Pierre-Antoine Bretonnière 

Climate Prediction Group Markus Donat 

Computer Applications 
in Science and 
Engineering 
department (CASE) 

Scientific Visualisation 
Fernando Cucchietti, Luz Calvo, Juan 
Felipe Gomez, David García, Diana 
Velez, María Soledad Bucalo 

Research Support, 
Transfer and 
Dissemination (RSTD) 

Project Management Office (PMO) Dorota Jouet 

 

5 Management and implementation plan 

5.1 General organisation 
BSC will coordinate this offer and will be the sole contractor involved in the contract. This is possible 

thanks to the comprehensive collaboration of two different departments and four teams from BSC 

that have complementary expertise to cover the profiles needed to successfully create, manage and 

advance the application. 

The project coordinator will be Dr Isadora Jiménez, the Knowledge Transfer team leader within the 

Earth Sciences department (BSC-ES). Isadora Jiménez is a scientist specialised in science 

communication with four years of experience in the field of climate services. During this time, she has 

demonstrated effective applied practice, facilitating user engagement and tailoring climate 

information to the needs of relevant sectors of society. She has management experience as Work 

Package leader in EU-funded projects for dissemination and user engagement WPs, and currently she 

is part of the coordination team of the S2S4E project (H2020-SC5-01-2017-776787). Before specialising 

on climate services, she was the communication manager in an Alzheimer research center, where she 

acquired extensive experience interacting with journalists from TVs, radios, and general and 

specialised written media. 

The BSC-ES department is a research unit that gathers together climate scientists, climate services 

experts, technical groups, and science communication specialists. The department’s goal is to respond 

to the growing demand for climate expertise and services from a variety of stakeholders and public 

institutions. Three different teams from BSC-ES will be involved in the offer. The Knowledge Transfer 

team will bring experience on the field of climate services, user engagement and science 

dissemination. In particular, their experience with user engagement for agriculture, energy and other 
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sectors. The offer will also benefit from the knowledge gained in user engagement in relation to C3S 

contracts such as C3S_52 Lot2, C3S_441 Lot2, C3S_51 Lot3 and the ongoing C3S_512 service contract. 

The Data and Diagnostics Team is formed by computer and data scientists that collect, standardise 

and distribute Earth sciences data (climate, seasonal to decadal forecasts, air quality, etc.) for users 

inside and outside the BSC-ES department, and deploys the infrastructure needed for data services. 

This team has been strongly involved for over ten years in many European and national projects, 

including projects directly related to the CDS infrastructure and the quality assessment of its data 

(C3S_512, C3S_51 Lot3) as well as to the scientific content of the data (SPECS for seasonal, CMIP). The 

Data and Diagnostics Team will therefore ensure expert knowledge on the available products from 

the CDS and the optimal data workflows for the application. Finally, the Climate Prediction group will 

also contribute as advisors to ensure that the information displayed and the datasets available are 

explained correctly.  

The Computer Applications in Science and Engineering department (BSC-CASE) is a research unit 

devoted to finding new computational strategies to simulate and solve complex problems in industry 

and academia. Within BSC-CASE, the Scientific visualisation group will be involved in the offer. The 

group is a multidisciplinary team formed by physicists, computer and data scientists, graphic artists, 

and interaction designers. This mixture allows the production of beautiful and appealing, as well as 

scientifically correct and relevant visualisations. The team has ample experience in designing and 

implementing data-heavy user interfaces in the projects PELE-GUI, S2S4E (ongoing), CYBELE (ongoing), 

and projects for private companies in the energy and utilities sectors. Even more, the team also has 

strong experience in science dissemination and communication to general and specialized audiences 

with interactive data visualisations for the Sonar music festival, and with multiply awarded 

documentaries for projects such as COMPBIOMED, EOCOE, CONSOLIDER (Spanish Ministry), EPNet, 

and others. 

Overall, the collaboration of members of all these teams will bring to the offer a multidisciplinary 

approach that will ensure the creation of a visually powerful application that conveys complex climate 

information. 

5.2 Organigram 
Figure 1 illustrates the role and interaction of the different BSC teams to deliver the application 

presented in this offer. 

 

Figure 1: Organigram with the links between the main actors of this offer 

5.3 Gantt chart and PERT chart 
The service is offered for 12 months, with an estimated start date of 1st July 2019 according to the 

ITT. Table 6 shows the schedule of the different tasks and the deliverables at the time they are 
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expected to be handled to C3S and Figure 2 describes the workflow of tasks directly related to the 

delivery of the Climate Media Portal application, with their dependences and interactions.  

Table 6: Gantt chart of scheduled tasks and Deliverables in section 5.5 

 

 

Figure 2: PERT chart of the key tasks to deliver the final application and their dependencies 
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5.4 Summary of work packages and Deliverables 
The following table displays a summary of WPs, the deliverables and their effort in person months. 

Table 7: Summary of Work packages and Deliverables 

Work package Deliverable Reference Effort in person-
months 

WP0 (Management, 
communication and user 
engagement coordination) 

D0.1.1 Wiki and GitLab 0.2 

D0.2.1 Data Management plan 0.12 

D0.5.1-2019Q3 Quarterly report 0.2 

D0.5.2-2019Q4 Quarterly report 0.2 

D0.5.3 Preliminary financial information 0.1 

D0.5.4-2019 Annual report  0.3 

D0.3.1 Communication, dissemination and user 
uptake strategy 0.15 

D0.5.5-2020Q1 Quarterly report 0.2 

D0.5.6-2020Q2 Quarterly report 0.2 

D0.2.2 Updated Data Management Plan 0.12 

D0.5.7-2019/2020 Final and Annual report 0.4 

D0.5.8-2019/2020 Financial Audit Opinion 
Implementation report 0.1 

Total WP0 Effort 2.29 

WP1 (Co-design phase) 

D1.1.1 Benchmark and positioning of the 
application 

1.5 

D1.2.1 User requirements for the application 2 

D1.6.1 System architecture requirements 3 

Total WP1 Effort 6.50 

WP2 (Implementation 
phase) 

D2.3.1 Final application available online 4.03 

D2.4.1 Two pages brochure available 1 

D2.1.1 Analysis of future infrastructure 
requirements for scaling up the application 

2 

D2.2.1 Final application code available in GitLab  2 

D2.4.2 Presentation of the application at a C3S 
event 

0.16 

D2.5.1 Impact evaluation and recommendations for 
continued operation 

1.5 

Total WP2 Effort 10.69 

TOTAL 19.48 
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5.5 Work package description 
 

Work package # WP0  Start/End date M1-M12 

Work package title Management, communication and user engagement coordination 

Participants (person 
months) 

BSC (2.29 PM) 

Other main direct 
cost elements 

N/A 

 

Main objectives 

This work package is focused on ensuring the correct and timely development of the contract. The goals are to 
ensure internal coordination of the contributions of the different teams within the BSC, to report to ECMWF 
and facilitate the links with other relevant C3S teams and service contracts, and to give coherence to the 
strategies for user engagement and dissemination in the design and implementation phases. 

 

Description of activities 

Task 0.1 Contract management (M1-M12): This task will ensure the correct and timely development of the 
different tasks in the contract. It will ensure that all human resources are in place to carry out the contract and 
that any new hiring, if necessary, will be communicated to C3S. It will monitor periodically the contractual Key 
Performance Indicators, assess risks in the implementation of the contract and apply contingency and 
mitigation measures if necessary. Monthly teleconferences will be organised with the ECMWF to ensure an 
appropriate monitoring of the contract takes place.  

A wiki website will be deployed to collect all contract-related information such as meeting minutes, 
documentation, periodic reports, events organisation or software development. The wiki together with a 
mailing list will facilitate internal communication among the teams involved in the contract and proper 
monitoring. A GitLab facility with restricted access will be created to favour a joint development of the front- 
and back-end of the application. 

● M0.1.1 -  Contract kick-off meeting (M1) 
● D0.1.1 - Wiki and GitLab (M2) 
● M0.1.2-6 - Monthly teleconferences (M2-6) 
● M0.1.7 -  Remote review meeting Payment Milestone No 2(M6) 
● M0.1.8-13 - Monthly teleconferences (M7-12) 
● M0.1.14 - Remote review meeting Payment Milestone No 3 (M12) 
● M0.1.15 - Contract final meeting (M12) 

Task 0.2 Data management plan (M1-M12): As part of the Open Research Data Pilot this offer will aim “to 
make the research data accessible with as few restrictions as possible and protecting sensitive data from 
inappropriate access”. Following this principle, the research data lifecycle will be managed according to a Data 
Management Plan (DMP) that will describe the measures to collect, standardise, share, curate and preserve 
research and personal data. We will use the “Guidelines on FAIR Data Management in Horizon 2020” and the 
web-based tool DMPonline which provides examples of DMP and guidelines from different funders (e.g. the 
European commission for the H2020 projects). The DMP will consist in two deliverables: a first one at the 
beginning of the offer, in which we will describe the plans for the data usage during the project and a second 
one at the end showing what was actually done, the data that was produced and how it was actually used. 
The design of the application will require a close interaction with journalists to ensure that the final outcomes 
are relevant to their needs. This will entail handling with basic personal data (name, job description, media 
company, email and phone number). The offer will pay special attention to GDPR compliance regarding the 
personal data used during the co-design phase and the dissemination of the final application. All participants 
will be asked to provide their explicit consent for using their professional data and will be informed by a full 
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privacy policy. 

● D0.2.1 - Data Management plan (M1) 
● D0.2.2 - Updated Data Management plan (M12) 

Task 0.3 Communication and user uptake strategy (M1-M12): A draft of the communication, dissemination 
and user engagement strategy will be prepared at the beginning of the contract and updated one month before 
the launch of the application (M8). The first draft will provide a general description of the dissemination 
activities planned along the lifetime of the contract and will offer an overview of key messages, communication 
platforms and activities. It will also describe the framework for user engagement activities with journalists in 
the co-design phase, including for instance the steps for the creation of the Advisory board and the strategy to 
attract journalists to participate in the co-design group. The table of engagement and media impact Key 
Performance Indicators (see Section 3.6) will be listed and tracked periodically in the report as this will be a 
living document that can be updated over the contract. One month before the launch, a second version of the 
strategy will expand the publicity and communication section detailing the communication actions for the 
launch of the application. 

● M0.3.1 - Draft communication, dissemination and user engagement strategy (M1) 
● D0.3.1 - Communication, dissemination and user engagement strategy (M8) 

Task 0.4. Coordination with other C3S teams (M1-M12): C3S has a number of teams and contracts devoted to 
outreach: communication, events organisation, and public relations. Coordination with these teams will be 
important to maximise the number of journalists reached at the preparation and launch of the application as 
well as for optimising the presence in media conferences. At the same time, the active engagement with 
journalists in the design phase will provide contacts with journalists with different profiles. Some data 
journalists might reach an expertise level advanced enough to directly access the CDS infrastructure through 
the toolbox. For this sort of profiles, the coordination with the ULS or EQC contracts can build useful synergies 
and become helpful at providing them with feedback from users with new profiles. The workflow for these 
interactions and collaborations will be described as a section in the Draft communication, dissemination and 
user engagement strategy (M0.3.1). Given the links with other C3S contracts of the team involved in this offer, 
we expect a smooth exchange of information if the interaction with journalists brings useful feedback to the 
CDS infrastructure, the CDS toolbox or the data products. At the end of the co-design phase, all useful user 
requirement will be communicated to C3S with a short report so they can be included, if useful, in the URDB 
by the adequate service contract. 

● M0.4.1 - Communication to C3S any CDS-related user requirements from Task 1.2 (M7) 

Task 0.5 Reporting to ECMWF (M1-M12 (+60 days)): Four quarterly reports and one annual report will be 
provided to C3S in addition to a final report at the end of the contract. Quarterly reports will be delivered at 
least 15 days following the closing of the previous quarter (M4+15 days, M7+15 days, M10+15, M13+15); the 
annual report will be sent on or before the 28th of February 2020; and the final report will be delivered 60 
days after the end of the contract (M12+60 days). 

● D0.5.1-2019Q3/D0.5.2-2019Q4/D0.5.5-2020Q1/D0.5.6-2020Q2 - Quarterly reports (M4, M7, M10, 
M12+15 days) 

● D0.5.4-2019 - Annual report (M8) 
● D0.5.7 - Final and Annual report (M12+60 days) 
● D0.5.3/D0.5.8-2019/2020/ - Financial related Deliverables (M7, M12) 

 

Deliverables 

# 
Respon
sible 

Nature Title Due 

D0.1.1 BSC Website Wiki and GitLab M2 

D0.2.1 BSC Report Data Management plan M3 

D0.5.1-2019Q3 BSC  Report Quarterly report M4 
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D0.5.2-2019Q4 BSC Report Quarterly report M7 

D0.5.3 BSC Report 
Preliminary financial 
information 

M7 

D0.5.4-2019 BSC Report Annual report  M8 

D0.3.1 BSC Report 
Communication, dissemination 
and user uptake strategy 

M8 

D0.5.5-2020Q1 BSC Report Quarterly report M10 

D0.5.6-2020Q2 BSC Report Quarterly report  M12+15 days 

D0.2.2 BSC Report 
Updated Data Management 
Plan 

M12 

D0.5.7-2019/2020 BSC Report Final and Annual (2020) report M12+60 days 

D0.5.8-2019/2020 BSC Report 
Financial Audit Opinion 
Implementation report 

M12+60 days 

 

Milestones 

# 
Respon
sible 

Title Means of verification Due 

M0.1.1 BSC Contract kick-off meeting  Meeting summary report M1 

M0.3.1 BSC 
Draft communication, 
dissemination and 
engagement strategy 

Report available in the wiki M1 

M0.1.2-6 BSC Monthly teleconference Minutes of the meeting M2-M6 

M0.1.7 BSC 
Remote review meeting 
Payment Milestone No 2 

Minutes of the meeting M6  

M0.4.1 BSC 

Communication to C3S 
any CDS-related user 
requirements from Task 
1.2 

Report M7 

M0.1.8-13 BSC Monthly teleconference Minutes of the meeting M7-M12 

M0.1.14 BSC 
Remote review meeting 
Payment Milestone No 3 

Minutes of the meeting M12  

M0.1.15 BSC Contract final meeting Meeting summary report M12 
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Work package # WP1  Start/End date M1-M6 

Work package title Co-design Phase 

Participants (person 
months) 

BSC (6.5 PM) 

Other main direct 
cost elements 

Travel (EUR 3.000) 

 

Main objectives 

This work package is focused on designing the application in such a way that it is both useful and usable for its 
target audience–journalists. The goals are to engage sufficient journalists to co-design the application and 
ensure a wide representation (properly weighted) of potential users, find and define their requirements and 
needs, and create a functional design prototype (together with graphic design) so that it can be implemented 
in WP2. 

 

Description of activities 

Task 1.1. Benchmark other available tools (M1-M2): Besides the tools presented in the Gap assessment 
section, in this task we will map out existing applications and technologies that journalists use as well as the 
ones they could use to communicate climate data visually. We will evaluate their strong and weak points, and 
prepare a report with actionable items to be taken into consideration for the Climate Media Portal. 

● D1.1.1 - Benchmark and positioning of the application (M2) 

Task 1.2. Collect user’s requirements (M1-M6): Guided by the user engagement framework in M0.3.1, the 
efforts in this task will focus on reaching to as many recognized data and science journalists as possible to enrol 
them in the co-design group. This will be done through our current contact networks as well as cold calling. 
We do not expect a stable number of participants nor continuity of all the members from the start to the end 
of the co-design process. Journalists in the group will be asked for feedback. We will conduct as many personal 
interviews as possible (through teleconferencing and phone), and request journalists help to pass along form 
interviews to expand our reach. When possible, we will gather journalists and perform short (2-3hs) design 
sprints to gather functional as well as conceptual requirements. They will also be asked to participate in testing 
the low and high fidelity prototypes. The Advisory board will be formed during the first month. Virtual meetings 
will be organised in key steps of the co-design phase and before the launch of the application and the minutes 
of the Advisory board meetings will be available in the wiki. 

● M1.2.1 - List of confirmed Advisory board members in the wiki (M3) 
● D1.2.1 - User requirements for the application (M6) 

Task 1.3. Low fidelity prototype (definition + testing) (M3-M4): A low fidelity prototype (or wireframe) is the 
way to design an application at structural level before any visual design or content is included. The UX (User 
Experience) team will cast down the initial requirements into a coherent information architecture for the 
application, identifying the hierarchy of functionality as a function of value and impact for the users. With this, 
we will design an initial low fidelity prototype, and test it out with a selected group of potential users to identify 
if the requirements are correctly met or unexpected issues arise.  

● M1.3.1 - Low fidelity prototype and user test report in the wiki (M4) 

Task 1.4. Visual identity and Style guide (M3-M6): A unique and recognisable visual identity will be defined 
for the application and for the publicity materials to promote the application launch. Deliverables, reports and 
other communication materials will be created using the Copernicus visual identity rules. The Style guide will 
define crucial User Interface components such as buttons, typography, colour, navigation menus, etc. The 
function of this guide is to bring cohesion to the application and inform the front-end development. 
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● M1.4.1 - Style guide file available in the wiki (M5) 

Task 1.5. High fidelity prototype (definition + testing + final UI) (M5-M6): With the feedback from the tests 
with the low fidelity prototype, we will re-design the application to remedy potential issues and improve and 
refine the defined functionality. In this step, we will evaluate with journalists and general population state-of-
the-art and novel visualisation techniques versus traditional and more easy to understand charts. The objective 
is to find a balance between visual appeal and novelty and straightforward communication for the application. 
The style guide created in Task 1.4 will be used to design a high fidelity prototype, including almost-final graphic 
design style and interactivity. This interactive prototype will be once more tested with users to find issues or 
provide a final validation to pass to development. If the timing of this task coincides with a journalism event 
that we can attend, we will organise a short side event for a final validation before closing the design of the 
application. However, this will be conditional to the coincidence in time of an adequate event.  

● M1.5.1 - High fidelity prototype and user test report in the wiki (M6) 
● M1.5.2 - Meeting to present the high fidelity prototype in ECMWF (M6)  

Task 1.6. System architecture design (M3-M5) 

Once we have collected the first user requirements, we can design the system architecture: How the client-
side of the application (front-end) connects to the server-side (back-end), including what technologies and 
protocols will be used in each and to connect them (databases for users, security, mapping, charting, etc.). 
Finally, the application back-end must connect to the core databases with CDS data, and make sure queries 
are performed in a quick and efficient manner. The precise definition of all these aspects will ensure that the 
infrastructure deployed at BSC to host the application is compatible with the functionalities integrated in the 
high fidelity prototype or will signal the technical challenges marking feasibility limits to the implementation. 

● D1.6.1 - System architecture requirements (M5) 

 

Deliverables 

# 
Respo
nsible 

Nature Title Due 

D1.1.1 BSC Report 
Benchmark and positioning of the 
application 

M2 

D1.6.1 BSC Report System architecture requirements M5 

D1.2.1 BSC Report User Requirements for the application M6 

 

Milestones 

# 
Respo
nsible 

Title Means of verification Due 

M1.2.1 BSC 
List of confirmed 
Advisory board 
members in the wiki 

Report M3 

M1.3.1 BSC 
Low fidelity prototype 
and user test report in 
the wiki  

Prototype M4 

M1.4.1 BSC 
Style guide file available 
in the wiki 

Report M5 

M1.5.1 BSC High fidelity prototype 
and user test report in 

Prototype M6 
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the wiki 

M1.5.2 BSC 
End of co-design phase 
meeting in Reading 

Meeting summary M6 

 

Work package # WP2  Start/End date M7-M12 

Work package title Implementation Phase 

Participants (person 
months) 

BSC (10.69 PM) 

Other main direct 
cost elements 

Travel (EUR 5.700) 

 

Main objectives 

This work package has four objectives: i) the implementation and delivery of the final application, ii) the 
preparation of any dissemination material as well as the execution of the activities to maximise the 
engagement of journalists as users of the application, iv) the tracking and reporting of the actual impact of the 
application, and v) reflecting on future improvements and exploitation recommendations. 

 

Description of activities 

Task 2.1. Data downloading and pre-processing (M7-M12) 

This task focuses on the preparation of the system and processing infrastructure. We will download the 
selected data products from the CDS and develop and deploy automated pipelines to process the data so that 
it is ready for the application (e.g. simplifications or indexing to allow fast response times). After the launch of 
the application, based on the three months of operationality, a report on the actual user statistics will be 
prepared in order to analyse which are the infrastructure requirements to make the system fully scalable or to 
analyse the viability of using cloud services to make the tool faster. This report will also evaluate technically 
the possibilities for the integration of part of the application in the CDS toolbox. 

● M2.1.1 - Data available in storage for the application (M8) 
● D2.1.1 - Analysis of future infrastructure requirements for scaling up the application (M12) 

Task 2.2. Front and Back-end development (M7-M12)  

We will develop the front- and back-end services of the application jointly following all the specifications 
created in WP1. All the development will be tracked in GitLab. Once all the development is done, there will be 
a final test evaluation to detect bugs or any unexpected issue to have a functional application by M9. In the 
last three months, we will correct detected bugs and (if there are few user feedbacks with bugs, and they do 
not require too much attention) we may continue adding some functionality. At the end of the contract, and 
after fixing bugs that may appear after the launch, the code of the final application will be consolidated in 
GitLab to be shared with ECMWF.  

● M2.2.1 - Beta version of the application ready for inclusion of content (M8) 
● D2.2.1 - Final application code available in GitLab (M12) 

Task 2.3. Content generation (M7-M9) 

After the co-design phase all the contents to be included within the application will be created. This will 
encompass general information about the application, the link of the application to C3S and the CDS, detailed 
information about the data products used, any background information useful for journalists, help 
documentation, or climate-related information by topics if needed for the final structure. All the contents will 
be tailored to the level of the average users of the application although some advanced contents may be 
addressed to more technically-advanced users. The application developed in T2.2 together with all the 
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contents needed to populate it will define the final application that will be launched in M9. 

● M2.3.1 - Working documents available in the wiki (M7) 
● D2.3.1 - Final application available online (M9) 

Task 2.4. Dissemination of the final application (M8-M12) 

Different communication materials will be prepared to disseminate the application to potential users. These 
materials will include: a 2-page brochure presenting the application, twitter visuals to promote the application 
after the launch, online dissemination material presenting different user personas and the visualisations they 
could create with the application. These elements will be better defined before the launch of the application 
according to the communication strategy (D0.3.1). At least one press release will be published in the occasion 
of the launch of the application in order to publicise it.  

This task will also include the research of journalists contacts through science journalists associations and the 
preparation of at least one webinar to explain the application to interested users within those associations. 
Besides we will present the application or its concept in at least one conference of interest for a segment of 
our potential users (See section 3.4) and at one C3S Event. 

● D2.4.1 - Two pages brochure available (M9) 
● D2.4.2 - Presentation of the app at a C3S event (M12) 

Task 2.5. Impact Evaluation (M9-M12) 

During the last three months of the contract the application will be online available for the users. We will track 
the usage of the application using the media impact Key Performance Indicators defined in section 3.6. These 
KPIs will be reported together with a broader evaluation of the impact of the application since the launch. To 
gain insight on the user’s satisfaction with the application we might consider either sending a survey to the 
registered users or implementing within the application a simple system for rating their satisfaction. A second 
part of the report will suggest options for maintaining a continued operation of the application within the CDS 
umbrella (some options could include becoming “the CDS” Media Portal or plugging in some visualisation 
functionalities of the application to the CDS toolbox) or other possible exploitation options. These 
recommendations will be linked to D2.1.1 on future infrastructure requirements for scaling up the application. 

● D2.5.1 - Impact evaluation and recommendations for continued operation (M12) 

 

Deliverables 

# Responsible Nature Title Due 

D2.3.1 BSC Report Final application available online M9 

D2.4.1 BSC Other Two pages brochure available M9 

D2.1.1 BSC Report 
Analysis of future infrastructure requirements 
for scaling up the application 

M12 

D2.2.1 BSC Report Final application code available in GitLab  M12 

D2.4.2 BSC Report Presentation of the application at a C3S event M12 

D2.5.1 BSC Report 
Impact evaluation and recommendations for 
continued operation 

M12 

 

Milestones 

# Responsible Title Means of verification Due 

M2.3.1 BSC Working Report M7 
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documents 
available in 
the wiki 

M.2.1.1 BSC 

Data 
available in 
storage for 
the 
application 

Report  M8 

M.2.2.1 BSC 

Beta 
version of 
the 
application 
ready for 
inclusion of 
content 

Website availability M8 

 

5.6 Key Performance Indicators 
The table below lists the contractual Key Performance Indicators that are proposed for an appropriate 

monitoring of the contract’s implementation. 

Table 8: Contractual Key Performance Indicators 

KPI # KPI Title Performance Target 
and Unit of Measure 

Frequency 
of Delivery 

Explanations / Comments 

1 Contract management 

Number of 
management 
meetings (with 
respect to the ones 
initially planned). 

Quarterly 
To be included in the 
quarterly reports 

2 Journalists engaged  
Number of journalists 
engaged in co-design 
tasks of the contract 

Quarterly 
To be included in the 
quarterly reports 

3 New users engaged 

Cumulative number 
of new potential 
users engaged with 
the contract  

Quarterly 
To be included in the 
quarterly reports 

4 Registered users 
Number of registered 
users to the 
application 

Quarterly 
To be included in the 
quarterly reports 

5 User satisfaction survey 

Percentage of 
satisfaction response 
(target: over 70% of 
positive responses) 

Quarterly 
To be included in the 
quarterly reports 

6 
Usage of the application 
visuals 

Total of downloads 
and embedded 
visualisations by 
users 

Quarterly 
To be included in the 
quarterly reports 

 

5.7 Risk management 
The table below summarises the different risks that in our opinion might lead to delays in the contract 

implementation using the scales listed in Table 10 for the likelihood and Impact columns. 
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Table 9: Risk Register for each Work package  

Risk Name Description Likeli
hood 

Impa
ct 

Response Strategy Period 

R1: 
Underdim
ensioning 
of the 
service 
infrastruct
ure 

Risk of having too many 
simultaneous requests 
from users that provoke 
overload or failure of the 
system (WP2) 

2 4 Reduce: upgrade the service 
infrastructure 
Accept: communicate with the 
registered users to inform on the 
problem framing the failure as a 
result of the high interest of the user 
community on the application and 
remark that measures are being 
implemented to solve the problem 

M9-M12 

R2: Delay 
in 
submissio
n of 
deliverabl
es and 
milestone
s 

Risk of delay on 
deliverable and milestone 
achievement that may 
delay subsequently 
planned work (WP0) 

2 3 Avoid: it will be necessary to closely 
monitor the progress of the project. 
Monthly conferences will be 
organised for this purpose. 

M1-M12 

R3: Staff 
availability 
and 
disruption 

Key staff assigned to the 
contract will not be 
available (at the start of 
their work or being 
unavailable as much 
foreseen) resulting in the 
objectives of the service 
contract not being 
delivered or delayed. 
(WP0) 

2 3 Avoid: Reliance on single points of 
expertise will be reduced whenever 
possible by encouraging multiple 
team members to work on similar 
aspects of the service, by 
documenting task progress in the wiki 
and by identifying redundancies. 

M1-M12 

R4: Low 
engageme
nt of the 
co-design 
group 

Risk of minimal user 
engagement to build the 
co-design group due to 
low response that may 
result in an application 
not well tailored to the 
users needs (WP1) 

3 2 Avoid: in case that initial users 
contacted are not available to 
participate in the co-design group, 
ask them to advise other contacts 
that might be suitable for such task. 

M1-M6 

R5: Delay 
in the 
launch of 
the 
applicatio
n 

Risk of delay in the 
development and 
subsequent launch of the 
application that may 
result in insufficient time 
for further user 
engagement and will 
lower the expected 
impact during the 
contract (WP2) 

2 2 Avoid: work in the minimisation of 
other risks affecting the co-design 
(R4, R8) and closely monitoring of the 
implementation on a weekly basis 

M1-M9 

R6: Low 
impact on 
users 

Risk of a low impact of 
the application on the 
user community due to 
insufficient engagement 
or saliency that may 
result in a limited use 
(WP2) 

2 2 Reduce: work more actively in 
reaching out to users and ask new 
users to ‘spread the word’ (snowball 
effect). Ask the co-design group and 
the Advisory board for additional 
relevant events where the application 
can be showcased. Work in the 
production of dissemination material 

M9-M12 
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that clearly explains the advantages 
of the application to encourage new 
users to try it. 

R7: Risk of 
being 
unable to 
reclaim 
the 
ineligible 
VAT. 

VAT being claimed by the 
contractor (WP0) 

1 2 Avoid: The contractor is aware about 
the provisions 4.5 and 4.6 of the 
Framework Agreement. The invoices 
will be raised in accordance with the 
Agreement and 
national/international financial 
regulations.  

M1-M12 

R3: Low 
engageme
nt of 
Advisory 
board 

Risk of low recruitment of 
Advisory board members 
due to low response that 
may result in a less salient 
application (WP1) 

2 1 Avoid: in case that initial candidates 
for the Advisory board are not 
available, consider inviting suitable 
participants from the co-design group 
to take part. 

M1-M3 

R6: User 
complaint 
about 
personal 
data 
processing 

Risk of user claiming that 
their personal data have 
not been handled 
correctly (WP0) 

1 1 Avoid: a Data Management Plan 
describing the procedures for 
personal data management in 
accordance with GDPR; registration 
to the application requesting explicit 
consent and privacy policy page 
available in the application with clear 
instructions for consent withdrawal. 

M1-M12 

 

Table 10: Guidance Table for Risk Register 

Entry Guidance 

Risk Name Title to identify the risk 

Risk Description High level description of the risk scenario and consequences 
Please use the following structure: Risk of [event]…due to [cause]…that may result in 
[consequence] 

Risk Likelihood A numeric value denoting the estimate of the probability that the residual risk will occur. 
The possible values are:  
5 – very likely (> 70% prob of occurrence) 
4 – likely (between 50% and 70% prob of occurrence) 
3 – possible (between 20% and 50% prob of occurrence) 
2 – unlikely (between 5% and 20% prob of occurrence) 
1 – remote (< 5% prob of occurrence) 

Risk Impact A numeric value denoting the severity of the impact of the residual risk (should it occur). 
The possible values are: 
5 – catastrophic (Critical impact impeding the achievement of the strategic objectives) 
4 – damaging (Damaging impact impeding the achievement of the strategic objectives) 
3 – significant (Significant impact affecting achievement of operational objectives) 
2 – moderate (Moderate impact on the achievement of an operational objective) 
1 – low (Minor impact on the global performance) 

Risk Response 
Strategy 

The available strategies to deal with the identified risks are: 
Avoid: risk avoidance, working around those conditions or activities which introduce the 
risks;  
Reduce: risk mitigation or reduction through the proactive implementation of risk 
reduction activities; 
Accept: acceptance of the risk; in these cases, contingency plans can also be defined in 
case the risk occurs; 
Transfer/share: transfer or share a risk with other entities e.g. through subcontracting, 
insurances etc. 
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5.8 Expression of Interest 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Dr. Isadora Ch. Jiménez 

Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC) 

C/ Jordi Girona 29; 08908, Barcelona 

 

 

March 12, 2019 

 

Expression of Interest - C3S_429: Climate Media Portal  

I, as the director of the Journalism and Media International Center (JMIC), express my support to 

your proposal to the C3S Demo case Invitation To Tender titled Climate Media Portal. 

I see great potential in the concept presented for the Climate Media Portal and I am very interested 

in seeing how the concept is implemented into an operational service. In our centre, we see the 

importance of reliable climate information, available in simple to use and attractive formats for 

journalists working in climate topics in different types of media.  

If granted, I would be willing to be part of the Advisory board to provide broad perspective 

feedback to the project. I can commit to the participation in some virtual meetings and the 

provision of overall feedback to the key intermediate prototypes before the launch of the official 

application. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Prf. Elisabeth Eide 

Professor of Journalism Studies at Dept of Journalism and media Studies, Oslo Metropolitan 

University (OsloMet), and Director of JMIC (Journalism and Media International Center) 
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5.9 Annex I – Key personnel CVs 
 



   Curriculum Vitae  Isadora Ch. Jiménez  

  © European Union, 2002-2013 | http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu  Page 1 / 2  

PERSONAL INFORMATION Isadora Christel Jiménez García 
 

  

 31, Jordi Girona, Torre Girona building 2nd floor. Barcelona 08034 Spain 

 (+34) 934 134 076    (+34) 675 509 764        

 Isadora.jimenez@bsc.es       Skype Isadora.jimenez  

https://es.linkedin.com/in/isadorachristel 

Sex Woman | Date of birth 15/08/1981 | Nationality Spanish  

 

WORK EXPERIENCE   

 

 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING   

 

PERSONAL STATEMENT I have a Master’s degree in Science communication and a Ph.D in offshore wind energy Impact 
assessment. Eight years of science communication experience overlapped with eight years of 
research experience in direct contact with energy stakeholders. I lead the Knowledge Transfer team 
formed by three science communication experts, two social scientists, a research engineer specialised 
in user engagement, a User Experience expert and a Front-end developer. As part of the Earth 
System Services group in the Earth Science Department of BSC, the role of the team I lead is to 
stimulate interest and interaction with industrial stakeholders in energy, agriculture, insurance and 
water management. I have participated in multiple EU-funded projects. I have been Work package 
leader of Dissemination and User engagement in EUPORIAS, APPLICATE, PRIMAVERA and 
currently in CCiCC. I am the communication manager of the COST action inDust and I am part of the 
coordination team of the S2S4E project. 
 

November 2015 – Present Science communication specialist 

Barcelona Supercomputing Center – Earth Sciences Department 

▪ Team leader, coordination of the development of visual operational services (e.g. 
http://seasonalhurricanepredictions.org), WP and Deliverables coordination,, validation of 
dissemination material and user engagement strategies, and clustering of climate services projects. 

  
April 2015 – October 2015 Communication and Project manager 

Catalan Institute of Climate Sciences (IC3) - Climate Forecasting Unit. Barcelona 

  
October 2013 – May 2015 Communication manager 

 Barcelona Alzheimer Treatment & Research Center (Fundació ACE). Barcelona 

  
March 2012 – May 2015 Freelance communication consultant 

 Validated ID s. l. (www.validatedid.com). Barcelona 

  
December  2012 – May 2013 Communication project manager 

 University of Barcelona (UB). Barcelona 

June 2008 – December 2012 Researcher, PhD Student 
 University of Barcelona (UB). Barcelona 

  
August 2004 – May 2008 Research assistant 

 Capital Energy Offshore s.l. & Fundació Bosch & Gimpera 

2008-2012 Doctor of Philosophy, Biodiversity  

University of Barcelona (UB)  

2011 Master’s degree in Scientific, Medical and Environmental Communication 

University Pompeu Fabra's Institute of Continuing Education (UPF-IDEC). Barcelona 

https://es.linkedin.com/in/isadorachristel
http://seasonalhurricanepredictions.org/
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PERSONAL SKILLS   

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION   

  

Publications 
 

▪ Terrado M, Lledó Ll, Bojovic D, Doblas-Reyes FJ, Lera St Clair A, Manzanas R, San-Martín D, 
Christel I. The Weather Roulette: a game to communicate the usability of climate predictions. 
Bulletin of the Americal Meteorological Society (under review) 

▪ Terrado M, Christel I, Bojovic D, Soret A, Doblas-Reyes FJ (2018) Climate change communication 

& user engagement: a tool to anticipate climate change in W Leal, E Manolas, AM Azul, U Azeiteiro, 
H Mcghie (Eds.). The Handbook of Climate Change Communication Vol.3, Springer, pp. 285-302. 

▪ Christel, I., D. Hemment, D. Bojovic, F. Cucchiettia, L. Calvoa, M. Stefaner and C. Buontempo 

(2017). Introducing design in the development of effective climate services. Climate Services, 
doi:10.1016/j.cliser.2017.06.002. 

▪ Buontempo C., H. M. Hanlon, M. Bruno Soares, I. Christel, J-M Soubeyroux, C. Viel, S. Calmanti, L. 

Bosi, P. Falloon, E. J. Palin, E. Vanvyve, V. Torralba, N. Gonzalez-Reviriego, F.J. Doblas-Reyes, E. 
Pope, P. Newton and F. Liggins (2017). What have we learnt from EUPORIAS climate service 
prototypes?. Climate Services, doi:10.1016/j.cliser.2017.06.003 

+ 10 publications from 2010 to 2017 
 

Conferences 

 

▪ I. Christel.The callenges of probabilistic predictions. 2nd Climateurope festival, Belgrade, Serbia 

2018 

▪ M. Terrado, I. Christel, D. Bojovic, L.Lledó, A. Soret, F. Doblas-Reyes. Different objectives, different 

actions: communication and user engagement strategies in four C3S service contracts. 2nd 
Copernicus GA, Berlin, Germany, 2018 

▪ D. Bojovic, M. Terrado, H. Jóhannsson, L. Cristini, I. Christel, G. Fugmann, F. Doblas-Reyes. 

Engaging, involving and empowering: triple approach to stakeholders’ collaboration on the 
production of enhanced Arctic climate prediction. Arctic Frontiers Conference, Tromso, Norway 2018 

+ 27 conferences contributions from 2008 to 2018 
 

Memberships 

 

▪ Member of ACCC (Catalan Association for Science communicationAssociació Catalana de 
Comunicació Científica) 

  

 

2004 Bachelor’s degree in Biology  

University of Barcelona (UB) 

Mother tongue(s) Spanish, Catalan 

Other language(s) UNDERSTANDING  SPEAKING  WRITING  

Listening  Reading  Spoken interaction  Spoken production   

ENGLISH C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 

  

FRENCH A2 B1 A1 A1 A1 

  
 Levels: A1/2: Basic user - B1/2: Independent user - C1/2 Proficient user 

Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Communication skills ▪ Advanced graphic design skills (Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop) and Intermediate user of video 
editing software (Premiere) 

▪ Good oral communication and writing skills adapted to different target audiences. 

▪ Press officer and community manager experience. 

Organisational / managerial skills ▪ Experience in organization of scientific conferences (9th Barcelona-Pittsburgh Biennial conference), 
workshops and Open House activities. 

Computer skills ▪ Advanced user of ArcGIS for spatial data visualization, R for statistics and ACCESS for Data Bases. 



   Curriculum Vitae   
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PERSONAL INFORMATION Dorota JOUET 
 

 

 NEXUS II building, Jordi Girona 29, 08034, Barcelona, Spain 

+34 934134082 

 dorota.jouet@bsc.es  

 

 

Sex Female | Date of birth 27/09/1988 | Nationality Polish 

 

 

WORK EXPERIENCE   

 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING   

 

JOB APPLIED FOR 

POSITION 

PREFERRED JOB 

STUDIES APPLIED FOR 

PERSONAL STATEMENT 

Research Project Manager at Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Barcelona 

 
Working with researchers and professional services staff in the development of bids for external 

research funding. Monitoring, analysing and reporting on data related to Copernicus contracts and 

Horizon 2020 projects activities. Preparing and submitting summary reports, Quarterly Reports, 

Annual Reports and Implementation Plans. Controlling the financial aspects of Copernicus contracts 

ensuring that the invoices are correct and submitted to the ECMWF/ Contract coordinator. 

2016 to present Research Project Manager  

Barcelona Supercomputing Center - Centro Nacional de Supercomputación; Research Support, Transfer and 

Dissemination Department,  Barcelona, Spain 

International and European projects management with the main focus on Horizon 2020 and Copernicus 

programmes (managing C3S_51 Lot3 and C3S_512 contracts coordinated by BSC).  

 

2013-2016 European Contracts Administrator  

European Research and Innovation Office, Finance and Business Affairs, University College London, London, 

the United Kingdom 

International project and contract management 

 

2012-2013 EU Project Officer  

The International University of Logistics and Transport C.L Consulting & Logistics,  Wroclaw, Poland 

Management of projects co-funded by European Social Funds and International funding. 

 

2012 Parliamentary Office. Project assistant 

Polish Parliament, Wroclaw, Poland 

 

2010-2012 Master Degree in European Studies  

Institute of Political Science at University of Wroclaw, Poland 

 

2011 Economy and Political Science.  

Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Spain 

 

2007-2010 Bachelor degree in European Studies   

Institute of Political Science, University of Wroclaw 

mailto:dorota.jouet@bsc.es


 Curriculum Vitae  Dorota CHMIELEWSKA 
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PERSONAL SKILLS 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Mother tongue(s) Polish 

Other language(s) UNDERSTANDING  SPEAKING  WRITING  

Listening  Reading  Spoken interaction  Spoken production  

English Advanced (C1) Advanced (C1) Advanced (C1) Advanced (C1) Advanced (C1) 

Spanish Intermediate (B1) Intermediate (B1) Intermediate (B1) Intermediate (B1) Intermediate (B1) 

Communication skills Good communication skills gained through my experience as parliamentary assistant and research project 

manager 

Organisational / managerial skills Good command of management processes (currently responsible for project management and audits related to 

projects). Experience in organising people and team building 

Digital skills Good command of Microsoft Office™ tools, wiki development. Outlook, Thunderbird, Prezi. 

Courses European Union Funds – Horizon 2020 

▪ New European Liaison Officers: Getting the most out of European Funding, November 2014, Brussels, Event

organized by UK Research Organization.

▪ Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions Individual Fellowships – Information and Proposal Writing Event organized

by UK Research Organization, June 2014. 

▪ Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions RISE - Information and Proposal Writing Event organized by UK Research

Organization, January 2015.

▪ European Research Council Starting and Consolidator Grants – Information and Proposal Writing Event– 

November 2014.

Other trainings: 
▪ Pronunciation and Public Speaking English Course: October – December 2014

▪ MyFinance Training, 2015

▪ Spanish language course, 2016 - 2019 

▪ Management and Coordination of EC funded projects: The PM2 methodology training by European Academy,

January 2019



Curriculum vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION Fernando Martín Cucchietti Tabanik 

C/Jordi Girona, 31, 08034 Barcelona (Spain) 

+34934054295

fernando.cucchietti@bsc.es

www.fercook.com

WORK EXPERIENCE

15/01/2005–19/09/2008 Postdoctoral Researcher
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos (United States) 

22/09/2008–31/03/2011 Postdoctoral Researcher
ICFO-The Institute of Photonic Sciences, Castelldefels (Spain) 

01/04/2011–31/08/2014 Senior Researcher
Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Barcelona (Spain) 

01/09/2014–Present Scientific Visualization Group Leader
Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Barcelona (Spain) 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

01/03/1999–15/12/2004 PhD in Physics
University of Cordoba, Cordoba (Argentina) 

PERSONAL SKILLS

Mother tongue(s) Spanish

Foreign language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

English C1 C1 C1 C1 C1

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Communication skills Excellent communication skills gained through years of training in public presentations and writing and
directing award winning science dissemination documentaries.

Organisational / managerial skills - leadership (currently responsible for a team of 15 people)

Digital skills SELF-ASSESSMENT

Information
processing

Communication
Content
creation

Safety
Problem
solving

Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user
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 Curriculum vitae  Fernando Martín Cucchietti Tabanik

Digital skills - Self-assessment grid 

Excellent programming skills (20 years of experience)

Excellent data visualization skills (lead a group dedicated to that and teach an undergrad course)

Excellent data analytics and modeling skills

Excellent command of image processing and generation software

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Publications Refereed journal publications: 33

Citations: 2523

h index: 23

i10 index: 32

Others: 1 book chapter, 6 conference proceedings

See complete list at https://scholar.google.es/citations?user=OoBE53sAAAAJ&hl  

Honours and awards 2nd Place Raw Science Film Festival 2019, Technical Merit Award at SCINEMA International Science
Film Festival 2018 (for Virtual Humans, https://youtu.be/_rMaN1zAGxY)

Winner, Academia Film Olomouc International Festival of Science Documentary Films, 2014 Ronda 
International Scientific Film Biennial, and Daroca&Prisión Film Festival (for Supercomputers, 
http://youtu.be/S9YPcPtPsuY).

First Place and People´s Choice award (video category), National Science Foundation 2012 
International Science & Engineering Visualization Challenge, for Alya Red: A Computational Heart, 
http://youtu.be/tKD2hfF27rM
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Curriculum vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION Luz Calvo Flores 

Canonge Joncar 140 2-4, 08208 Sabadell (Spain) 

607223656    

luz.calvo@bsc.es 

www.moresimplicis.com 

Skype moresimplicis  

POSITION User Experience & Data Visualisation

WORK EXPERIENCE

15/02/2014–Present UX & Data Visualisation Designer
Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Barcelona (Spain) 

– Data Visualisation

– UX

– Information Architecture

01/07/2014–Present Information Architecture Teacher
International University of la Rioja, Logroño (Spain) 

– Teacher

01/12/2012–01/02/2014 UX & Interaction Designer
Animalvitae, Madrid (Spain) 

– Interaction Designer

– UX

– Information Architecture

01/07/2004–01/02/2012 UX Lead
Comp. Strategy Insurance, Barcelona (Slovakia) 

– Graphic Designer

– UX Integration

– UX Management

01/12/2000–01/07/2004 Project Manager & Account Coordinator
T-Systems, Barcelona (Spain) 

– Insurance Web Applications Development

– Insurance Web Applications Management

01/04/1999–01/12/2000 Information Architecture
ZURICH INSURANCE SA, Barcelona (Spain) 

– Information Architecture

– Knowledge Platforms Design

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
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 Curriculum vitae  Luz Calvo Flores

01/10/2018–Present Phd Student (Information and Data Visualisation)
Universidad de Barcelona (UB), Barcelona (Spain) 

01/10/2017–01/05/2018 Master of Visual Analytics and Big Data
International University of la Rioja (UNIR), Logroño (Spain) 

Artificial Intelligence

R Programming

Data Visualisation

Statistics

 

01/10/2015–01/06/2016 Master of User Experience
Ramon Llull University, Barcelona (Spain) 

– Information Architecture

– User testing

– UX Design

– Graphic Design

– Accessibility

– UX Management

01/09/1997–01/07/1999 Technical Telecommunications Engineering
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona (Spain) 

PERSONAL SKILLS

Mother tongue(s) Spanish

Foreign language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

Catalan/Valencian C2 C2 C2 C2 C2

English B2 B2 B2 B2 B2

First Certificate 

German A1 A1 A1 A1 A1

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Communication skills – Good Communication skills gained through my experience as a teacher

Organisational / managerial skills – Management 

– Risk analysis 

– Team player

– Work planning
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  Curriculum Vitae  

 
PERSONAL INFORMATION María Soledad Bucalo Mana 

 
  Carrer 21, 29 Esc B 2do 2da, Castelldefels, 08860, Barcelona, Spain 

 +34 622 686 739  

 maria.bucalo@bsc.es 
solbucalo.com  

Skype solebucalo_1 

Sex Female | Date of birth 28/08/1975 | Nationality Spanish  
 

PERSONAL STATEMENT 

I'm a designer fascinated at looking for innovative solutions with a holistic view 
of the problem while making the best use of resources. I think it is essential to 
consider any project as a team work, where all the people involved have an 
important role. 

 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

 
(01/08/ 2018 to present)  Junior Research Engineer - UX Designer 

Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC) CASE Data Pre & Post Processing Group  

▪ User Experience research, design, and user interviews in different projects for private 
companies (Repsol),European H2020 projects (Cheese COE), and public social movements 
(Cuentalo). Also involved in the research and conceptualization of projects, and in project 
management (product owner role) 

 
(01/12/ 2016 to 01/0572017)  Internship UX Designer 

Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC) CASE Data Pre & Post Processing Group  

▪ Project in collaboration with Aigües de Barcelona to develop an Analysis Tool for the 
Barcelona Water Distribution System based on criteria of sustainable development. 

▪Functional / technical specifications, Mind map, Workshop with stakeholders using the 
Lightning Decision Jam methodology, Categorization of information, Research, Prototype of 
the viewer, Model tests in Mapbox, AB User Test. -Research on visualizations with graphics 
using Heatmap; Design and implementation of AB test and eye tracking; Report and Analysis 
of the test 

 
(01/01/2017 to 01/ 03/2017) 
(01/08/2013 to 01/12 /2013)  

Art Director 
Consulting for Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC) CASE Data Pre & Post Processing 
Group  

▪ Artistic development for Virtual Humans (short documentary). 
▪Art director in a multidisciplinary team for the creation of Supercomputing (short 

documentary).Conceptualization of all the visualizations of the simulations of the different 
research projects,achieving the maximum possible visual and aesthetic quality, while 
maintaining its readability and scientific value. 

 
(01/03/2012 to 01/12 /2013)  Partner / head of design, L’estoc Sccl, barcelona, Spain  2012 - 2013 

L’estoc Sccl, Barcelona, Spain  

▪ Founding partner at a social company who creates unique pieces of furniture handcrafted 
from recovered materials, offering work integration to people with intellectual disabilities.  
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  Curriculum Vitae  Replace with First name(s) Surname(s)  

▪Development of the product line and design of the shop's interiors and the facade.  The 
project has been featured in several magazine of design and preselected for the prize 
"Design for recycling 2013". 

 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

 
 (01/ 09/ 2015 to 01/ 07/ 2016) Master Degree in Sustainable Product Design ,Innovation and 

Management  
IED European Institute of Design ,Barcelona, Spain 

 

 
 (01/ 03/ 1997 to 01/ 12/ 2001) Interior Designer  

Lino Enea Spilimbergo School of Applied Arts, Córdoba- Argentina - 1997-2001 
 

PERSONAL SKILLS 
 

Mother tongue(s) Spanish 
 

Other language(s) UNDERSTANDING  SPEAKING  WRITING  

Listening  Reading  Spoken interaction  Spoken production  

English C1 C2 B2 B2 B2 
Catalan C1 C1 A2 A2 A2 

Levels: A1/A2: Basic user - B1/B2: Independent user - C1/C2 Proficient user 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

 
Job-related skills XD (design & prototype) 

Tableau, Mapbox (for Information Visualization) 
Design Thinking , User Centered Design, Lean startup, Design Sprint(methodologies) 

 
Digital skills SELF-ASSESSMENT 

Information 
processing Communication Content creation Safety Problem solving 

Independent user Proficient user Proficient use Proficient use Proficient use 
Levels: Basic user  - Independent user  -  Proficient user 
Digital competences - Self-assessment grid  

 
Other skills ▪ Adobe cs suite (Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign);  

▪Microsoft Office package. 
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 

Publications 

Honours and awards 
 

A constellation of horrors: analysis and visualization of the #Cuéntalo movements  
LA-WEB ’19, May 13–14, 2019, San Francisco, CA  

Virtual Humans (short film 2017): 
▪Winner- Award Technical Merit - Scinema International Science Film Festival 2018 
Supercomputing (documentary film 2014): 
▪Winner, Category Exact Sciences, Engineering, and Technology, 2014 Ronda International 

Scientific Film Biennial  Winner, Best Documentary, FICT Festival Internacional de 
Cortometrajes de Torrelavega (2015) 

▪Winner "Muy Interesante" Award, Daroca&Prisión Film Festival 
▪Winner, Best Short Documentary, Academia Film Olomouc 2015, (49th International Festival 

of Science Documentary Films)  
▪Winner, Best Documentary, FICT Festival Internacional de Cortometrajes de Torrelavega 

(2015) 
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Curriculum vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION JUAN FELIPE GÓMEZ CELIS 

Carrer de Cartagena 203, 1-3a, 08013 Barcelona (Spain) 

(+34) 691908551    

juanfelipegomez.c@gmail.com 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/juan-felipe-gomez-celis/ 

Skype jfcali  

Sex Male | Date of birth 11/09/1988 | Nationality Colombian 

PERSONAL STATEMENT Frontend developer, interested in working in web applications, creative coding, and UX 
design, with experience in web development and
creative coding. Abilities in leadership, learning capacity, teamwork, information inquiry, and
result-oriented work.

WORK EXPERIENCE

01/03/2013–01/09/2014 Frontend Developer
Igloo Labs, Cali (Colombia) 

Web development and creative developer, developing high
impact digital services, ranging from interactive BTL
campaigns, to mobile and web applications.

01/04/2015–01/02/2017 Frontend Developer
Wheelhub Inc., Barcelona (Spain) 

Frontend developer focusing on AngularJS development,
with Agile/Scrum methods. Work included everyday use of
modern-day software and technologies (Bootstrap, LESS,
Handlebars, Gulp, Grunt, NPM, Bower, GIT, and so on).

01/02/2017–01/09/2017 Frontend Developer
Indissoluble, Barcelona (Spain) 

Lead frontend developer for various interactive displays
for the “Talking Brains” exposition held in the CosmoCaixa
museum in Barcelona. System structured mainly with
Express.js, JavaScript(ES6), Socket.io and Phidgets.

01/09/2017–Present Frontend Developer
Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Barcelona (Spain) 

Frontend developer outsourcing for companies such as Aguas
de Barcelona and Repsol, working mostly with Javascript
modules, and Webpack/Babel compiling. Also, involved in
Backend services, using Node.js and ElasticSearch.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

01/08/2007–01/02/2013 Interactive Media Design
Icesi University, Cali (Colombia) 

01/10/2014–01/11/2015 Digital Arts Master's Degree
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 Curriculum vitae  JUAN FELIPE GÓMEZ CELIS

Pompeu Fabra University, Barcelona (Spain) 

PERSONAL SKILLS

Mother tongue(s) Spanish

Foreign language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

English C1 C2 C2 C2 C2

Catalan/Valencian A1 A1

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Job-related skills - HTML, CSS, A11ty

- Javascript, ES6, React, AngularJS, Three.js, D3.js, Sockets.io

- Node.js, Express.js, Electron.js

- Processing, openFrameworks, MaxMSP, Arduino

- OOP, Functional Programming, BEM

- Bash, distributed version control (GIT)

Digital skills SELF-ASSESSMENT

Information
processing

Communication
Content
creation

Safety
Problem
solving

Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user

Digital skills - Self-assessment grid 

- Adobe CS suite (Photoshop, Illustrator, After Effects, Premiere)
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 Curriculum vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION David Garcia Povedano 

 

C. Antonio Machado, Num. 54, Esc. A, Atico2, 08840 Viladecans (Spain) 

(+34)603491886    

dgarcia.povedano@gmail.com 

WORK EXPERIENCE

09/12/2014–Present Computer systems analyst
Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Barcelona (Spain) 

▪ Working at BSC I’ve grown as a professional. Here I’ve faced new and challenging problems which
I managed to solve and success.

▪ I started knowing a bit about javascript. But, today I know well how the ecosystem works, what are 
the appropriate tools for each project and how to structure an app thinking in future maintenance 
and new functionalities. React.js, d3.js, SVG, webGL, npm, node.js, require.js, bootstrap, mocha, 
… are just some examples of tools I’m working with.

▪ The development of an architecture based on microservices, which retrieves data in real time from 
the HPC Marenostrum, is another example of project I have been developing here at BSC. In this 
project I have learn how to code with python, using a big set of very well-know libraries like 
Tornado, ProDy, Numpy, …

05/05/2012–18/04/2013 Computer programmer
Gnuine, Barcelona (Spain) 

▪ In this company I was working in every part which composes a web application(controllers, models,
DB, etc.). I worked with the framework Ruby on Rails and the language Ruby.

▪ But I worked on the development of multiplatform mobile applications too:

▪ - I used the framework PhoneGap/Cordova, which allows to develop applications using HTML5 
and execute them in multiple platforms.

▪ - As well as other tools: jQuery Mobile to define interfaces, Backbone.js for models and so on. 
According to the requirements of each application.

▪ - At the same time I also program native plugins for Android and IOS which provide the 
multiplatform application with better response and user experience.

▪ Working in Gnuine I improved my communication and team working skills.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

11/09/2007–15/06/2012 Computer Science Bachelor's Degree
Barcelona School of Informatics (FIB) - BarcelonaTech (UPC), Barcelona (Spain) 

▪ High-level skills of C++, C, Java and Assembly languages.

▪ High-level skills of UML language.

▪ High-level skills of software development. Specification, software design and coding.

▪ High-level skills of SQL. As well as knowledge about design, building and maintenance of a 
database.

▪ Skills of HTML, CSS and XML.

▪ High-level skills of an Operation System internal workings and Its function on a computer.

▪ Formation in Project Management.

▪ Capacity for taking better decision, due to the formalization of problems.
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 Curriculum vitae  David Garcia Povedano

▪ Knowledge of Computer Security in general. Monitoring, safeguards and other phases in the 
application of computer security in a company.

▪ Knowledge about networks: protocols tower, IP protocol and so on.

▪ I developed my final degree project “Videogame development on the platform Android”, for which I 
received the maximum mark with honors. In this project I studied the O.S. Android. Then I analyzed
different tools to develop videogames on this O.S. Finally, I developed two videogames using the 
graphic library OpenGL and the physics library Box2D. For the second video game, I developed a 
game engine which provide performance together with reusability and extensibility.

▪ I developed a card game with two partners using Java and Swing.

▪ As well as, a videogame with another partner using OpenGL and C++.

▪ I assumed the role of project manager in a medium sized project.

PERSONAL SKILLS

Mother tongue(s) Spanish

Foreign language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

English C1 C1 C1 C1 C1

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Digital skills SELF-ASSESSMENT

Information
processing

Communication
Content
creation

Safety
Problem
solving

Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user

Digital skills - Self-assessment grid 

Driving licence B
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Curriculum vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION Diana Fernanda Vélez García 

08013 Barcelona (España) 

+34622423149

dfernandavg@gmail.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/fernandavelez/ https://cargocollective.com/fernandavelez
https://fernandavelez.com/ 

POSITION Data Visualization Designer

WORK EXPERIENCE

01/2013–01/2014 Graphic Designer
Pin Trip Pin, Cali (Colombia) 

product design, brand design

02/2014–07/2014 Designer
Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Barcelona (Spain) 

-Graphic design,  Art Director, Researcher

01/2015–12/2015 Interactive Media Design
Elede Lab, Cali (Colombia) 

Co-Founder, Communication design, brand design, UI and UX design, interactive design.

07/2012–Present Freelance Designer

-Photography
-illustrator
-Graphic design
-Communication design
-Editorial design

07/2016–Present Data Visualization Graphic Designer
Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Barcelona (Spain) 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

2009–2015 Interactive Media Design
Icesi University, Cali (Colombia) 

07/2015–09/2015 Documentary Production
Escuela Nacional de Cine, Bogotá (Colombia) 

10/2016–10/2018 Master en Periodismo de Investigación, Datos y Visualización
International University of La Rioja (Spain) 
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 Curriculum vitae  Diana Fernanda Vélez García

PERSONAL SKILLS

Mother tongue(s) Spanish

Foreign language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

English B2 B2 B1 B1 B2

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Job-related skills -Graphic design
-Communication design
-Photography
-Illustration
-UI / GUI
-UX
-Interaction design
-Viewing data
-Audiovisual production
-Editorial design
-Animation

Digital skills SELF-ASSESSMENT

Information
processing

Communication
Content
creation

Safety
Problem
solving

Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user Independent user Proficient user

Digital skills - Self-assessment grid 
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PERSONAL INFORMATION Marta Terrado 
 

  

 31, Jordi Girona (Torre Girona), Barcelona 08034, Spain  

 +34 93 4137724     

 marta.terrado@bsc.es  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/marta-terrado-b55879b0/   

Sex Female | Date of birth 02/06/1981 | Nationality Spanish  

 

PERSONAL STATEMENT As a science communication specialist in the Earth System Services group at BSC, I facilitate 
knowledge and technology transfer on climate services to different stakeholders. I co-lead the 
communication, dissemination and user engagement actions in the H2020 project APPLICATE 
(727862) and I am currently involved in the communication and dissemination tasks of the H2020 
projects MED-GOLD (776467), Climateurope (68902) and IMPREX (641811), as well as the project 
on seasonal hurricane prediction sponsored by the global reinsurer AXA XL 
(www.seasonalhurricanepredictions.org).  

   

WORK EXPERIENCE   

 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING   

 

PERSONAL SKILLS   

 

 (March 2016 - now) Science communication specialist 

Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Barcelona, Spain 

▪ Knowledge and technology transfer of climate services to end users; science communication; 
science dissemination; interaction with stakeholders 

December 2012 - December 
2015) 

Postdoc researcher (Juan de la Cierva, Spanish Ministry of Economy and 
Competitiveness) 

Catalan Institute for Water Research, Area of Resources and Ecosystems, Girona, Spain 

▪ Modelling of habitat quality, biodiversity and ecosystem services in Europe under global change; 
valuation of ecosystem services; literature review; manuscript writing/revision; management of GIS 
tools 

December 2011 - December 
2012) 

Postdoc researcher (Spanish Ministry of Education scholarship for stays abroad) 

McGill University, Department of Natural Resource Sciences, Montreal, Canada 

▪ Design of field campaigns; field work (assessment of riparian quality and water sampling); basic 
laboratory analysis; multivariate data analysis; manuscript writing/revision 

(December 2009 - December 
2011) 

Postdoc researcher  

Catalan Institute for Water Research, Area of Resources and Ecosystems, Girona, Spain 

September 2005 - December 
2009 

PhD in Earth Sciences  

University of Barcelona (Spain)  

 

September 2003 – September 
2005 

Master in Geographical Information Systems  

Polytechnic University of Catalonia (Spain)  

 

September 1999 – September 
2003 

Degree in Environmental Sciences  

Autonomous University of Barcelona (Spain)  

Mother tongue(s) Catalan, Spanish 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION   

 

 
 

Other language(s) UNDERSTANDING  SPEAKING  WRITING  

Listening  Reading  Spoken interaction  Spoken production   

English C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 

 European Level C1 certificate 

French B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 

 European Level B2 certificate 

German A2 A2 A1 A1 A2 

 European Level B1 certificate 

 Levels: A1/A2: Basic user - B1/B2: Independent user - C1/C2 Proficient user 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Communication skills ▪ Good oral and writing communication skills 

▪ Good command of graphic and video editing software (Photoshop, Premiere) 

▪ Good command of web content (Drupal, Wordpress) and social media 

Organisational / managerial skills ▪ Project leadership (currently leading the communication and user engagement work package in 
European projects) 

▪ Experience in the organisation of side events at conferences (Arctic Frontiers 2019) 

▪ Experience in the organisation of webinars and participation in trainings as speaker 

Job-related skills ▪ Advanced user of GIS software (ArcGis) 

▪ Advanced user of data management software (ACCESS), multivariate statistics packages 
(MATLAB) and modelling software (InVEST – modelling and valuation of ecosystem services) 

Publications 

 

▪ Terrado M, Lledó Ll, Bojovic D, Doblas-Reyes FJ, Lera St Clair A, Manzanas R, San-Martín D, 

Christel I. The Weather Roulette: a game to communicate the usability of climate predictions. Bulletin 
of the Americal Meteorological Society (under review) 

▪ Terrado M, Christel I, Bojovic D, Soret A, Doblas-Reyes FJ (2018) Climate change communication & 

user engagement: a tool to anticipate climate change in W Leal, E Manolas, AM Azul, U Azeiteiro, H 
Mcghie (Eds.). The Handbook of Climate Change Communication Vol.3, Springer, pp. 285-302. 

▪ Bojovic D, Terrado M (2018). Insights from the APPLICATE User Group Meeting. Polar Journal 8: 

215-217, doi:10.1080/2154896X.2018.1477426. 

▪ Terrado M, González-Reviriego N, Lledó Ll, Torralba V, Soret A, Doblas-Reyes FJ (2017) Climate 

Services for affordable wind energy. WMO Bulletin 66 (2) 2017, World Meteorological Organisation, 
pp. 48-53 
  

Conferences 

 

▪ Terrado M, Christel I. Good practices for user engagement and communication of operational 

services. Second WMO Workshop on Operational Climate Prediction, Barcelona, Spain, 30 May-1 
June 2018. 

▪ Terrado M, Bojovic D, Soret A, Doblas-Reyes FJ. Earth system services communication: bringing 

science to society. European Meteorological Society meeting (EMS), Dublin, Ireland, 2017. 

▪ Terrado M, Christel I, Bojovic D, Soret A, Doblas-Reyes FJ. Climate change communication and 

user engagement: a tool to anticipate climate change..World Symposium on Climate Change 
Communication (WS-CCC), Manchester, UK, 2017. 
 

Presentations 

 

▪ Training in the APPLICATE Early Career Students event, Reading, UK, 31 January 2019: Moving the 
iceberg: achieving co-production in climate services. 

▪ Poster presentation at the First Climateurope Festival. Valencia, Spain. 2017: RESILIENCE - Climate 
predictions for the wind energy sector. 

  

Events 

 

▪ Side event organisation at the Arctic Frontiers conference, Tromso, Norway, 23 January 2019: 
Improved safety and environmentally sound operations in the Arctic Ocean for ship operators - how 
to move forward? 

▪ Moderator of the session ‘The future of wine’, Second Climateurope Festival, Belgrade, Serbia, 17-
19 October 2018. 
 

http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/en/resources/european-language-levels-cefr


Curriculum Vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION Pierre-Antoine Bretonnière

 Barcelona Supercomputing Center-Centro Nacional de Supercomputación (BSC-CNS), Jordi 
Girona 29, 08034 Barcelona, Spain 
 +34 93 413 77 19     NA 

 Pierre-antoine.bretonniere@bsc.es  

Sex Male | Date of birth 01/10/1986 | Nationality French 

WORK EXPERIENCE

September 2015 – present Software Engineer in the “Computational Earth Sciences” team
Barcelona Supercomputing Center - Centro Nacional de Supercomputación (BSC-CNS, Barcelona, 
Spain) 

▪ Data and diagnostics team leader
▪ Big Data management projects
▪ Development of post-processing tools for general circulation models (GCM) outputs

Business or sector Computational applications in science and engineering 

November 2012 – September
2015

Software Engineer – Data manager of SPECS European project in the Climate 
Forecast Unit
Institut Català de Ciències del Clima (IC3, Barcelona, Spain) 

▪ Definition of data policy of the project (format, variables, conventions,...)
▪ Development of post-processing tools for general circulation models (GCM) outputs
Business or sector Research institute

February 2011 – August 2012 Research engineer in the “Climate modelling and Global change” team
Centre Européen de Recherche et de Formation  Avancée en Calcul Scientifique (CERFACS, 
Toulouse, France)

▪ Parallelization of Arpege/Nemo/Oasis GCM on High Performance Computer Jade

Business or sector Research institute

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

February 2009- August 2009 Master Internship
Arianet SA, Milano, (Italy)

▪ Modelling of dense gas spread with lagrangian and eulerian models

2006-2009  Master degree in mathematical and mechanical modelling with 
distinction 
Matmeca, engineer school, Bordeaux (France)
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 Curriculum Vitae  Pierre-Antoine Bretonnière 

June 2008- August 2008 Master Internship
Bedford Institute of Oceanography, Halifax (Canada)

▪ Modelling of tides in Hudson Bay

PERSONAL SKILLS

Mother tongue(s) French

Other language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING 

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production 

English C2 C2 C2 C2 C2

First Certificate of English, TOEIC.

Spanish C2 C2 C2 C2 C2

Levels: A1/2: Basic user - B1/2: Independent user - C1/2 Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages

Communication skills
▪ Mathematics and physics particular teacher during 3 years (2009-2011)

Computer skills UNIX/LINUX and FORTRAN programming, knowledge of GRIB and NetCDF data formats, CDO, 
NCO, Ferret, Big Data technologies, OpenDAP/THREDDS

Driving licence ▪ B

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Publications

Presentations
Projects

Conferences
Seminars

Honours and awards
Memberships

References

Publications
Modulation of the climate response to a volcanic eruption by the Atlantic Multidecadal
Variability, Martin Ménégoz; Christophe Cassou; Didier Swingedouw; Pierre-Antoine
Bretonnière; Francisco Doblas-Reyes, Climate Dynamics
RDA Interest Group on Weather and air quality, PA Bretonnière, F Benincasa, Geophysical
Research Abstracts, Vol. 18, EGU2016-5994, 2016
European wintertime influence of Lamb Weather Types on Temperature, Precipitation and
Wind Speed, Cortesi N., V. Torralba, P. A. Bretonnière, N. Gonzalez-Reviriego, D. Peña-
Angulo and F. J. Doblas-Reyes. Geophysical Research Abstracts. Vol. 18, EGU2016-14185,
2016. Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 18, EGU2016-14185, 2016
Weather regimes as a tool to validate seasonal forecasts. 16th EMS Annual Meeting & 11th
European Conference on Applied Climatology (ECAC), Trieste, Italy, Cortesi N., D.Y. Lee, V.
Torralba, N. Gonzalez-Reviriego, A. Soret, L. Lledó, P. A. Bretonnière and F. J. Doblas-
Reyes.

References

▪ Prof. Francisco Doblas-Reyes 
  Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Barcelona, Spain
  francisco.doblas-reyes@bsc.es 

▪ Eric Maisonnave
  CERFACS, Toulouse, France
  Eric.maisonnave@cerfacs.fr
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PERSONAL INFORMATION Markus G. Donat 
 

 

 29, Jordi Girona, Nexus II 1st floor. Barcelona 08034 Spain 

 +34 9340 54290       

 markus.donat@bsc.es  

https://www.bsc.es/es/donat-markus   

 

Sex male | Date of birth 29/03/1978 | Nationality German, Australian  

 

 

WORK EXPERIENCE   

 

 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING   

 

PERSONAL STATEMENT 

I am a climate researcher with nine years post-PhD experience, working in the fields of extreme 
weather and climate events, climate variability, predictability, anthropogenic climate change, and socio-
economic impacts of climate extremes. My work has a specific focus on understanding mechanisms 
that drive or amplify extreme events, and explain their variability. I am now Co-leader of the Climate 
Prediction Group at the Barcelona Supercomputing Center, where I am co-responsible for a group of 
more than 20 researcher, and coordinate the research lines of decadal predictions and variability and 
predictability of extremes. My work has been highly cited (more than 2,700 citations, h-index: 28 
according to Scopus accessed on 11 Mar 2019). I was contributing author to the Fifth Assessment 
Report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), and I was awarded the World 
Climate Research Program (WCRP) / Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) International Data 
Prize in 2017. I am also  Associated Investigator with the Australian Research Council Centre of 
Excellence for Climate Extremes, and Associated expert with the World Meteorological Organization 
(WMO) Commission of Climatology (CCl) Expert Team on Data Development and Stewardship. 

September 2018 – Present Co-leader Climate Prediction Group 

Barcelona Supercomputing Center – Earth Sciences Department 

Managing the activities of the group, and the group resources; apply for external funding; perform 
research 
 

January 2015 – August 2018 Senior Research Fellow 

 University of New South Wales, Climate Change Research Centre 

  

January 2011 – January 2015 Postdoctoral  Research Fellow 

 University of New South Wales, Climate Change Research Centre 

  

June 2010 – December 2011 Postdoctoral  Research Fellow 

 Freie Universität Berlin, Institute of Meteorology 

  

February 2006 – June 2010 Research Associate (part-time) / PhD student 

 Freie Universität Berlin, Institute of Meteorology 

June 2010 Doctor of Natural Sciences,  Meteorology and Climate Science 

Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany.  Thesis title: ‘European wind storms, related loss potentials 
and changes in multi-model climate simulations’. Grade: very good / magna cum laude.   

2011 German University Diploma (equivalent MSc) in Meteorology 
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PERSONAL SKILLS   

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION   

 

 

Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany.  Thesis in modelling Milankowich Cycles, Grade: 1.0 
(German scale: very good 1.0 to sufficient 4.0). Overall degree grade: 1.1. 

  

Mother tongue(s) German 

  

Other language(s) UNDERSTANDING  SPEAKING  WRITING  

Listening  Reading  Spoken interaction  Spoken production   

English C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 

 Replace with name of language certificate. Enter level if known. 

Spanish B1 B1 B1 B1 B1 

 Replace with name of language certificate. Enter level if known. 

 Levels: A1/A2: Basic user - B1/B2: Independent user - C1/C2 Proficient user 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 
 
 

Publications 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Honours and awards 
 

I have published 66 peer-reviewed journal articles (including eight in Nature, Nature Climate Change 
Nature Geoscience and Nature Communications) and contributed to four book chapters since 2010. 
These publications have been cited 3,690 / 2,729  times using Google Scholar / Scopus / Web of 
Science as of 11th March 2019, and I have an h-index of 29 / 28 (Google Scholar / Scopus). 
A complete list of my publications can be found here:  
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=0judg4UAAAAJ   
 
Selected Publications 

 
Donat, M. G., A. J. Pitman, O. Angelil (2018) Understanding and reducing future uncertainty in mid-latitude daily heat 
extremes via land surface feedback constraints, Geophysical Research Letters, 45. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL079128 
King, A., M. G. Donat, S. Lewis, B. Henley, D. Mitchell, P. Stott, E. Fischer, D. Karoly (2018) Reduced Heat Exposure 
by Limiting Global Warming to 1.5°C, Nature Climate Change, 8, 549–551, doi: 10.1038/s41558-018-0191-0 
Oliver, E. C .J.  M. G. Donat, M. T. Burrows, P. J. Moore, D. A. Smale, L. V. Alexander, J. A. Benthuysen, M. Feng , 
A. Sen Gupta, A. J. Hobday, N. J. Holbrook, S. E. Perkins-Kirkpatrick, H. A. Scannell, S. C. Straub, T. Wernberg 
(2018), Longer and more frequent marine heatwaves over the past century, Nature Communications, 9, 1324, doi: 
10.1038/s41467-018-03732-9 
Donat, M. G., A. J. Pitman, and S. I. Seneviratne (2017), Regional warming of hot extremes accelerated by surface 
energy fluxes, Geophysical Research Letters, 44, 7011–7019, doi:10.1002/2017GL073733. 
Donat, M. G.., A. L. Lowry, L. V. Alexander, P. A. O’Gorman, N. Maher (2016), More extreme precipitation in the 
world’s dry and wet regions, Nature Climate Change, 6, 508–513, doi:10.1038/nclimate2941 
Seneviratne, S. I., M. G. Donat, A. J. Pitman, R. Knutti, R. L. Wilby (2016), Allowable CO2 emissions based on 
regional and impact-related climate targets, Nature, 529, 477–483, doi:10.1038/nature16542 
Donat, M. G., L. V. Alexander, N. Herold, A. J. Dittus (2016), Temperature and precipitation extremes in century-long 
gridded observations, reanalyses, and atmospheric model simulations, J. Geophys. Res. Atmos., 121, 11,174–
11,189, doi:10.1002/2016JD025480 
Donat, M. G., A. D. King, J. T. Overpeck, L. V. Alexander, I. Durre, D. J. Karoly (2016), Extraordinary heat during the 
1930s US Dust Bowl and associated large-scale conditions, Climate Dynamics, 46(1), 413-426, doi: 
10.1007/s00382-015-2590-5 
Donat, M. G., J. Sillmann, S. Wild, L. V. Alexander, T. Lippmann, F. W. Zwiers (2014), Consistency of temperature 
and precipitation extremes across various global gridded in situ and reanalysis data sets, Journal of Climate, 27, 
5019–5035, doi:10.1175/JCLI-D-13-00405.1 
Donat, M. G., L. V. Alexander, H. Yang, I. Durre, R. Vose, R. J. H. Dunn + 23 others (2013), Updated analyses of 
temperature and precipitation extreme indices since the beginning of the twentieth century: The HadEX2 dataset, J. 
Geophys. Res. Atmos., 118, 2098–2118, doi:10.1002/jgrd.50150 
 
 
World Climate Research Program  / Global Climate Observing System International Data Prize 2017 
 
Australian Research Council (ARC) Discovery Early Career Researcher Award (DECRA); Early career research 
fellowship, total funding AU$ 368k 
 

http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/en/resources/european-language-levels-cefr
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=0judg4UAAAAJ
https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL079128
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-018-0191-0
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